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THE COMMONWEAL TH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

STATE HOUSE BOSTON 02133 

MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS 

GOVERNOR 

,c, 

August 25, 1986 

Dear Col.le!3gue: 

It ls my pleasure to introduce the Access Improvements Workbook, a 
document designed to help ensure that all of the Commonwealth's 
facilities are accessible to people with physical or sensory disabilities. 

Many state-owned facilities contain physical barriers which impede accesR 
of disabled persons. These barriers now deprive the Commonwealth of the 
skills and talePts of people who may have impaired mobility, hearing or 
vision. 

On November 2, 1984, I signed Executive Order 246, mandating thRt p8opJe 
with disabiJ.ities shall have complete access to state employment 
opportunities as well as to all services. This workbook gives us the 
planni.ng and budgetary tool necessary to carry out that commitment, arid 
to make sure that all barriers to our public facilities are :removed. 

I urge you to work with the Division of Capital PJanning And Operations 
and use this workbook to identify, plan and carry out t ovements 
that need to be made. 
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FOREWORD 

This Workbook is not a comprehensive inventory of every barrier at 
your facility. Its purpose is to determine the capital cost of making 
state-owned buildings accessible. In other words, it is a budgeting tool 
and not an official code compliance inspection. To make the task of 
surveying your buildings more manageable, the number of items you 
will be asked to look at represents only a fraction of what the 
Massachusetts Architectural Access Board (MAAB) regulations 
require. Many of the items you will not be checking are equally 
important to removing architectural barriers from your building, but 
they do not require a substantial outlay of capital funds. Such items 
can be as simple as tacking down the floor mats in a vestibule, 
installing a telephone device (TDD) so that people who are deaf can use 
the phones, or moving the toilet paper dispenser within reach. Others 
fall more into the category of maintenance, such as changing waxing 
procedures to minimize slippery floors. A more extensive listing of 
important accessibility and safety modifications which can be made at 
little or no expense is included in the Appendix. 

The criteria used for evaluating the accessibility of your facility is based 
on MAAB regulations. In a few instances, the criteria included in this 
workbook may vary from state code. These variations occur where 
particular items are extremely costly to modify in existing buildings and 
where research shows that less stringent dimensions are still accessible 
for most people. These dimensions have been incorporated as a 
mechanism for helping DCPO establish priorities for the allocation of 
capital funds. The "accessible" dimensions used are from the Federal 
ANSI (American National Standards Institute) and UFAS (Uniform 
Federal Accessibility Standards) regulations. 

These dimensional variations are not to be construed as a new code, 
only as a tool for prioritizing renovations to existing buildings. For 
example, if a doorway is narrow but accessible, it is a less important 
barrier for immediate action than a stairway that prevents many people 
from getting into a building. If an item does not meet the criteria in this 
workbook, a modification to assure access is needed. A separate 
listing of all variations from the MAAB is included in the Appendix. 
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WHY THIS 
WORKBOOK? 

WHO WILL 
BENEFIT? 

INTRODUCTION 

Full access to state services, to employment in the state system, and to 
the processes of state and county government is not available to many 
individuals who have limitations in mobility, dexterity, hearing, vision, 
learning or stamina. The Commonwealth owns many facilities that were 
built before the adoption of standards for barrier-free design or were 
built with too little attention paid to accessibility during design and 
construction. 

The purpose of this Workbook is to help you as a manager 
of a state or county facility make your facility accessible to 
individuals of all ages and abilities. 

The Workbook provides a systematic process for: (1) locating archi
tectural barriers at your facility; (2) identifying modifications to the site 
and building which will remove these barriers; and (3) developing a 
capital budget request for those work items which cannot be performed 
within your facility's operating budget. 

Everyone benefits from a barrier-free environment. In Massachusetts 
alone there are over 800,000 individuals who have some physical or 
sensory limitation. At your facility, this group might include the teacher 
who is blind, a client with crutches, an older visitor, or an injured police 
officer who uses a wheelchair. Keep in mind that disability can affect 
each of us at any time, either directly or through family and friends. 
Imagine what might happen to your job and your ability to support 
yourself and your family if you became disabled and an architectural 
barrier prevented you from returning to work. 

THE CAPITAL BUDGETING PROCESS FOR ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS 

Problem 

Action 

What 
Needs 
to be 

Accessible? 

TIDILAN 

Access Improvements Workbook 

What 
is 

Accessible? 

§llJJE WIEY

What Should 
Be Modified 

and How Much 
Will it Cost? 

Introduction 1 
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WHAT'S 
IN THIS 
WORKBOOK? 

Access Improvements Workbook 

This workbook presents a step-by-step process to help you identify how 
best to make your facility accessible. It has three parts: 

• A Planning section to help you plan what buildings
you will look at

• Survey Forms to be used as a checklist as you
walk through your facility

• A Modifications Catalog that describes the
different options for modifying problem areas and
how much they cost

In preparing these forms you will be establishing the estimated cost of 
correcting architectural barriers. 

1. The Planning Sheets

The Planning Sheets have been designed to make this budgeting task 
more manageable. They will help you prepare for surveying the facility. 
You can determine ahead of time how much work is involved and 
whether you will need other staff to help you. Specifically, the 
Planning Sheets will help you decide - before you leave your office -
what buildings to survey and how many Survey Forms you will need to 
take with you. 

For each building that you evaluate you will be looking at four different 
aspects of the building and the land around it. Each aspect has several 
subcomponents. 

SITE: Parking 
Drop-off 
Pathways 
Steps 
Ramp 

ENTRANCE: Ramp 
Steps 
Doorway 

BUILDING: Elevator 
Corridor 
Stairs 
Ramp 

SPACES: Toilet Rooms 
Bathing Facilities 
Special Spaces such as auditoriums, 

cafeterias, libraries, gymnasiums, 
outdoor recreation areas, etc. 

Introduction 2 
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2. The Survey Forms

The Survey Forms will help you determine where the problem areas 
are in your facility. Each Survey Form has four main sections: a title 
block, measurement block, survey block, and costing block. 

SF 11 

0 Full n1,hl.s (from one noo, to anothct) 

0 Halfllighl(S-IOoq,,) 

0 Qu,,ta 11,ghl (I_. oq,,) 

The title block serves three purposes: it identifies the 
element you are looking at; it provides a space for you to 
write in the name of the building being surveyed; and a 
space to check off the action you are taking. 

Uj9}1'j;jj NulTt>erolfti,Jt<solsta<s _ /ryp,caly�a/sro,..,.,ofstonosmbuil<>ngJ 

(TroaJ 5-I0steps as o.so ",gt>/ and I◄ steps as o.zs n;p,,I1 

1lhheM YES· 
COIIPONENT Compliant 

NO-Noc 
Compliant 

MOOIFlCATIONS 

/SH"-1 

The measurement block provides a space to note the 
critical measurements that you will need when you do the 
costing. These measurements are made in the field. 

·

'""

Nosingls "'' l)O))OC!ing ard "'' damaged 0 0 5b 

Stul19adrrrirum11 nche1woo 0 0 5a 

Star rtser maxi'n.Jm 7 inches high 0 0 5a 

Noopenrts.er, 0 0 sa� sc 

Harclrallonn;,htside 0 0 5d 

Harcraiton'8ftskSe 0 0 5d 

Hamrads befween30-.J.4· a.bow ;�� 'liJ Cl D 5d The survey block contains the checklist you will use to 
detennine whether what you see in the building is 
accessible. As you measure each item check the 
appropriate box. 

Harcrait extenson: 

mh 1 · beyOrd riser allop 0 

rnn.1'+wdhor 1 traadbeyondnsera1b0ltom D 

0 

0 

0 

0 

31 

31 

5d 

5d 

Hardgr\:)a,,lfor...-d 0 

Hardgr'c) clametor between 1-11•· ard 2" 0 

SELECTED 
MODIFICATIONS 

D 3t R.aiilut.,.,IOl'IS 

G O so. e.-op1aa�,.. 

0 51). ElmNl-rou,g 

0 5c. "'"'-...,. 

05d. --

COSTING EQUATIONS COSTS 

S29CIStflr.lhl X _lfiohls • S 

S7.1�hlf4ft.'ll'lde 
$14.2QQ,t�r.il8ft.'ll'ld• X _,fights • S_ 
S21,420,fighlil9ft.wid• 

151�1 X _llights • $_ 

s,.......,,. x_,r,g,., • s_ 
$68<>10ghl X _tfigl'ts • $_ 

On the right hand side of tl�is block is a list of possible 
modifications that you select if an item on the check.list is 
not compliant Each of these modifications is described in 
the Modifications Catalog. 

TOTAi. for one .. of can 
�byrunberolfUgMeof .. h 

. s_ 
• 

TOTAL. COST tor Slllra In 1h .. 10c:atlon . s_ 
The cost block is the place to calculate the costs of a 
selected modification. 

Each of the four parts of a building - Site, Entrance, Building, and 
Spaces - has a corresponding diagram which can be found in the 
Appendix. Take these with you to use in the field as a reminder of 
important measurements to take. 

3. The Modifications Catalog

The catalog is organized in sections by individual problem areas such as 
ramps, stairs, and elevators. Each section describes several ways in 
which an accessibility problem can be solved. Each alternative contains 
a diagram illustrating the modification, an explanation of when it is an 
appropriate choice, and costing information. The Modifications Catalog 
is more detailed than the cost block on the Survey Forms. You will 
want to refer to it when you need to weigh the trade-offs of several 
different alternatives. 

Access Improvements Workbook Introduction 3 
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WHO SHOULD 
BE INVOLVED 
IN THIS 
PROCESS? 

HOW TO 
USE THIS 
WORKBOOK 

Access Improvements Workbook 

Determining the accessibility needs of a facility is best done as a team. 
This workbook has been prepared so that several different people can 
participate in the evaluation and budgeting process. For example, 
planning can be a team effort involving the chief administrator, facility 
manager, maintenance supervisor, 504 Coordinator or Equal 
Employment Opportunity staff (the person who is responsible for 
accessilibity issues at your facility), and employees and clients with 
disabilities. The surveying may be done by maintenance staff or 
students, including those with disabilities. And the costing can 
involve financial staff as well as the facility manager. 

The capital budgeting process involves three key actions: 

PLAN + ··: SURVEY·= + COST BUDGET 

The following pages explain in detail what steps to take and what forms 
to fill out to arrive at an adequate budget estimate for making your 
facility accessible. Look through the whole workbook quickly to get an 
idea of where all the forms are and what they look like. 

Site maps and building plans will be very helpful in this process. 
Locate these drawings, if you have them, before starting the planning 
section. 

Introduction 4 
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PLANNING SlJMMAR.Y SI-IEE-T 

Facility: ______________ _ Completed by: ______________ _ 
Total no. of buildings: _________ _ Completion date: ____________ _ 

This form is used to identify the specific Survey Forms that should be packaged for each building at your facility. Fill 

it out as you read through the Planning Analysis section - one building at a time. After it is completed, photocopy 
the total number of each Survey Form that you will need to take into the field with you and then collate the forms on a 

building-by-building basis. (If more than 4 buildings, use Additional Planning Summary Sheets.) 

Survey Forms 

SITE 

Parking 

Drop-off 

Pathways 

Steps 

Ramp 

ENTRANCE 

Ramp 

Steps 

Doorway 

BUILDING 

Elevator 

Corridor 

(list floors to be surveyed) 

Stairs 

Ramp 

SPACES 

Toilet Rooms 

For eachjloor, Floor 

circle type to be 
surveyed: Male, 
Female, Unisex 
and add for total 

Bathing Facilities 

For each floor, Floor 

circle type to be 
surveyed: Male, 
Female, Unisex 
and add for total 

Special (list): 

TOT AL by building 

LIST THE NUMBER OF SURVEY FORMS NEEDED BELOW 

Building 1 

_____ jls. 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

Building 2 

_____ fls., 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

Building 3 

_____ jls. 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

Building 4 

_____ jls. 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

MFU 

Copies 
Needed 



PLANNING SUMl\1ARY SHEE'f (Additional Sheets) 

Facility: ______________ _ Completed by: ____________ _ 
Total no. of buildings: _________ _ Completion date: ___________ _ 

If you have more than four buildings at your facility, photocopy this Additional Sheet and fill in as many as you need. 

LIST THE NUMBER OF SURVEY FORMS NEEDED BELOW 

Building#_ Building#_ Building#_ Building#_ Copies 
Survey Forms Needed 

SITE 

Parking 

Drop-off 

Pathways 

Steps 

Ramp 

ENTRANCE 

Ramp 

Steps 

Doorway 

BUILDING 

Elevator 

Corridor 

(list floors to be surveyed) fls. fls. fls. fls. 

Stairs 
--

Ramp 

SPACES 

Toilet Rooms 

For each floor, Floor MFU MFU MFU MFU 

circle type to be MFU MFU MFU MFU 

surveyed: Male, MFU MFU MFU MFU 

Female, Unisex MFU MFU MFU MFU 

and add for total MFU MFU MFU MFU 

Bathing Facilities 

For each floor, Floor MFU MFU MFU MFU 

circle type to be MFU MFU MFU MFU 

surveyed: Male, MFU MFU MFU MFU 

Female, Unisex MFU MFU MFU MFU 

and add for total MFU MFU MFU MFU 

Special (list): 

TOT AL by building 



FACILITIES INDEX SHEET #1 

Facility: ______________ _ Completed by: ____________ _ 
Total number of buildings: _______ _ Completion date: ____________ _ 

Number of buildings surveyed: ______ _ 

This is the first fonn that should be filled out in the Access Improvements Workbook. It identifies all buildings at a 
facility that must be surveyed for accessibility. At larger facilities with many buildings, it may not be possible to 

complete the survey of all buildings at one time. You may want to select the most important buildings to survey frrst 
and follow up with the remaining buildings at a later date. Check the buildings that you will survey and cost 
modifications for now so there is a record of the work you have completed. Fill in infonnation about use. 

Survey 

Now BUILDING 

D 1.

D 2.

D 3.

D 4.

D 5.

D 6.

D 7.

D 8.

D 9.

D 10.

D 11.

D 12.

D 13.

D 14.

D 15.

D 16.

D 17.

D 18.

D 19.

D 20.

PRIMARY USE 

FREQUENCY OF USE 

Ave.# Ave.# 
days/wk hours/day 



FACILITIES INDEX SHEET #2 

Facility: _____________ _ Completed by: ____________ _ 
Total number of buildings: _______ _ Completion date: ___________ _ 
Number of buildings surveyed: _____ _ 

This sheet provides important information on the number and type of users of each building that you identified on 
Facilities Index Sheet #1. Please provide as much information as possible, including rough estimates of total numbers 

if actual figures are not available. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

NUMBER OF USERS BY TYPE 

BUILDING Employees Students Patients Clients Visitors Other 

Total# 
users/day 

•

• 
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FACILITlr-:S INl>EX SIIEl'.T #2 

[JJ Identify team members who will assist with the planning,
surveying and costing steps. 

Fill in the Facilities Index Sheets and identify each 
building that you plan to survey at this time. Use whatever 
nomenclature system is standard in your facility, e.g. building 
numbers or names. Be sure to provide information that 
describes the building's primary uses, hours of use, and 
number and type of users. 

Fill in the Planning Summary Sheet. Keep this form 
alongside of the workbook and fill in the appropriate number of 
Survey Forms needed as you read through the planning 
section. This sheet will give a total count of Survey Forms you 
will need to photocopy and a list of what you will be looking at 
in each building. List across the top of the sheet the names of 
the buildings you will survey. 

Photocopy the Survey Forms and collate (and staple) them 
by building. Copy at least one extra set of Survey Forms just in 
case you need extras during the survey . 

PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET 

Th11 slieet pro.,odo tmponanc 1nfCflnilt1n1 a, I.he numhet :ar.J lyp: u( u\CT'I ul Cleh h,ulthng lh.al yw 1tknt,f,c,J nn 
F.K1Uucs lndc1 Shccl 11 F� pn,,,odc as mu;;h 1nlonn.311011 a., pou,hk:, 1111.hal.1ng rough c�lffWCj; uf ulUl numhc:rs 
il;a;llWfl&lftS�nollvai.bbk 

nu, rorm II Ul0d io idenufy the JPl!ICl[.c SW"Yey Fomu 1h11 lhou.ld be p.lCUted ror uch buikllng 11 yout rx,h1y Fill 
1toutu ,oureadlhroup the P1amm1AA1J.,.w 1CC1t0n-on:bwld,.n1a11wn:. Afti:ru 11cornpk1td. pho!ocopy 
lhclOtallUDbcrolcachS_.,.forinthal)'Ol,IWlllneedmLlllelJIIDlhcliddwilh)'Ol,IIMltv:ncolW.Clheromuon1 
tauldin&-b7-bwldin1 tall. (U mon! th.st◄ bu,ldlnp.. UIC Addauonal Pl&twn& Swnm.ar, Shttts.) 

USfTllE NUMDF.R or S\.IRVEY FORMS NEEDED BELOW 

BmldlP& I 81Mldul& 2 Bu1ldul& J Bwldulg, Copin 

10 

" 

" 

" 

" 

lO 

DU1LDING 

Facilities 
Index 
Sheets 

FACILITIES INDEX SIIF.ET #I 

Th"" I.he fint form ll'Ql ..buvkl he: r.lk:,J 111Jl m l.hc Ac�cu lmr-11¥ernc::nL• W,.-kl'uok II 11kn11f,o �1 h,,11l1hng, ;al ,1 
f:11:duy Iha!: mus.t be SW"'l'Cycd Jor ac.tC'I..Wh-tluy Al Lv£CI" f:11:1111,u with m.iny hu.llJ.lnic•. It may l'lflC he: f'O''!hlc in 
C<-.nflk:\C I.he ,ur,-ey of ,l.lJ bu11dmg1 � one umc: Yuu m.iy w.1111111 ..clc�11hc: rno'I.I unp11rto1n1 ho,,klmg, In Silf"\'ey lo"! 
� lnllflw ur •uh I.he rvna.uun� builil111i:::, a1 a bu:r J.:uc lbQ.k 1hc: h,ukllni:, !NI r.u ... ,11 sur,,cy andc, ... 1 
nwll.11f..._;u11,n1 ru, ,w,w ,,n thac u a ro.,wJ ul I.he ... k you h;i¥C cumplctet.l 1·1II m mlurm;ni,,n 3h11.11 U\l: 

Sa,n, 

Naw 8Ull,DINCi, rRIMAAYUW 

01 

□,

□,

Cl ,

01 

Cl ,, 

[J 7 

Cl • 

Cl ' 

0 10 

011 

Cl12 

Cl11 

Q,. 

o,, 

CJ If! 

011 

o ..

_J l'J 

CJ 20 

---·- ---- ·- -

----- ---- -

---- -------------

t'IO:Qllt'N('Ytffm,•: 
A� I A� I 
tbrJwk t.UVWy 

Access Improvements Workbook 
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SITB 

....... 

-

,.,...,. 

·

..... 

E1'11<ANCE 

..... 

·-

BUllDINO 

,, .. �--�, __ fl, _ _  fl, __ fl, _ft, 
s ... n 

..... 

SPACES 

,.,_.,,,_,,_ flooo MPU 
c�,.,,..IO... _MPU 
--,..,t·MM, _MPU 
F,._.U_., _MPU 
ft-'f:,;O. _ M f' U 

f., .,.,,,__ flooo MF U 
co,cY,.,,..•N MF U 
-,,H.Ma.. Mf'U 
F-.-14.UltUU _MFU 
ft-',-IOW _ M FU 

Spac-L&l(ha): 

TOTALlo1liulldlq 

_MrU 
_MFU 
_MFU 

MPU 
MPU 

_MFU 
MFU 

_MPU 
_ MFU 

MFU 

MFU 
MPU 

_MPU 
_MPU 
_MFU 

_MFU 
_MFU 
_MFU 
_MFU 
_MFU 

Planning Summary Sheet 

MFU 
MFU 
MFU 
MFU 
MPU 

MFU 
MFU 
MFU 
MFU 
MFU 

""""' 
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Access Improvements Workbook 

Prepare materials to do the survey. You will need a 
clipboard, pencil or pen, a flexible measuring tape, and a stick of 
chalk for marking distances on surfaces. You may also want a 
line level to assist in measuring ramp heights. Be sure to take at 
least one extra copy of each Survey Form in case you come 
across a situation you did not expect, such as a few steps in a 
corridor. 

Conduct your survey of each building. Remember to fill out 
all information in the title block. Check each item carefully. 

1-i'Mfa■ 

SF 11 

D Full flights (from one lloo< 10 ano<hcr) 
0 tulf flight (S-10 Sl<pS) 

I D Quana flight (1-4 Sl<pS) 

Number ol fligtts ol stairs: __ (typ,cally llq!Jais rorrber of stories in building) 

(Treat 5-1 o steps as 0.50 ff,ght and 1-4 steps as 0.25 flight) 

COUPONENT 

Noslngs nol pn,jeellng arc:t not Clamaged 
Stair tread milirrum 11 Inches wide 
Slair riser maxirTIJm 7 Inches high 
No open risers 
Hardrail on righl sldo 
Hardrail on 1en side 
Hardrails between 30" -34" above nosing 
Hardrail extension: 

YES· 
Compliant 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

0 

min.1'beyordriseraltop 0
rrln. 1 · + wdh of 1 tread beyord nser al oonom D

Hand0t1>���rouro D 
Handgr1)clameterbelween 1-1/4" arc:t 2" 0 

SELECTED 
MODIACATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS 

NO•Not 
Compllam 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

0 

0 
D 
0 
0 

IIODIF1CATIONS 
(S..C4"'°']} 

5b 
5a 
Sa 

5a"' 5e 
5d 
5d 
5d 

31 
31 
5d 
5d 

COSTS 

0 31. Ru mansDns 
G D 5a. Buildlr� stops 

S2-ght X _flights • $ __ 
f7, 140/llght 14 It. Yndo 

S1•.2801!ightUlt.wde X _flights • $ __ 
$21,,20/lighl � 8 It. wide 

0 5b. Eirnlnatw,epau""5ing $51a.fflght 
0 5c. Fillln_.risefo $765/llight 
0 5d. Add/feplaco handrailo $680/ll',lhl 

TOTALlotaneNfol ... ln 
Multiply by number ol fllghto ol .,.lro 

TOTAL COST lor Stairs In 1hls location 

Survey Form 

X _flights • $ __ 
X _flights • $ __ 
X _flights • !_

-== 
.

• $ __ 

• $ __ 
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Select the modification you think best fits the particular 
problem in the building and circle the item number on the 
Survey Form. Use the Modifications Catalog to r_ea� about the 
possible modifications that can be made to the building to make 
it accessible. 

Fill in Costs for each selected modification on each 
Survey Form. The costing information has been developed in 
such a way that only one key measurement is required to do all 
the costing. 

� on the Survey Fonns Fill in the Cost Summary Sheet on a building by 
indicates costs for complete 
solutions to the problem 
being surveyed. In these 
instances, do not cost 
smaller items to avoid 
costing the same item 
twice. For example, if 

building basis using the Total Costs at the bottom of each 
Survey Form. Be sure to write the name of each building at 
the top of the Cost Swnmary Sheet. 

Fill in the Access Improvements Priority Sheet to 

you cost the construction 
of a new ramp, the cost 
of handrails is included. 

indicate what accessibility changes you think are most 
important at your facility. Keep in mind the particular needs 
of the people using your facility. This priority sheet will be 
used to recommend what changes should be made first 
and set priorities for how to schedule construction. 

Copy all completed forms (Survey Forms and Summary 
Sheets). Send two complete copies to DCPO and keep a copy 
on file for future reference. 

COST SUMMAHY SHEET 

F1allt1: ____ C-.k1Nlb7 __ _ 
Taul-.o/bmldlric,: ___ COlllpktloahtc: __ _ 

TransfttlheW>l&lcm1fi�&11hebonomolckbSurveyf-ormlo1he1�;a1chnchl:k- 0111h1\ 
on■ bwldins by,butlduls 11u1Jand1hal1Umall1hc: bulklin1cmt111>amwca1 a,,cwm:i1tdc.-.nun..:111"' 
budta for your rki.llly MwJ11pl)' lh11 l:CC fnnm11Cd c,:1111.i.n,11,:11un<.�) by 0C1'(11 oW'\"fhcad l.:k,r 111 
amwe u die: Toa.I Pro,cc, Cmt Ol'C). 

� � � Ou,ldul&) 
� TOTAi. 

SITE 

..,.,,, 
-

Pwi�,.,

,� .. 
. .,.. 

'- '-'-'- '-· '- '-'-- '-'---'- '- '--- '- -- ''-'- '-- '---- ''- ' -- '- '- '-
LNTRANCI! 
. .,.. 
Sorp, 

'--' -- '---· '---- '
s_ '- '- '- '·-'-- '-'-'- '-"°"""' 

BUILDlNG 

'""' 

. .,.. 
SPAO:S 

,_,_,_, ___ '-'-'-'-'-''-'-'-'-',_ '-'-- '--- '·-
TOiie! Ror.on $ ___ 1 __ 'I _ 'I 
Ollh1111laol.11y S ___ 1 ____ 'I_ > 
Spa..�nw, S_ S _ _  s s '- - ' ·-· ' - -- ' ' ' ' ' '

'-· s --· ' - ' - ' -' - ' -- ' --- ' - - ' --
l�imaltdCo,wn,coo,C.-, 1 __ S ____ S _ _ S S 
DCPO X J)S I 11' X l)S X 115 11. I" 

TUT AL PIIOJU�Tf'.OST 1 _ _ 'I 

Cost Summary Sheet 
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ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS PRIORITY SHEET 

c_,....ir,: ___ _ 

C-.,.0......, ---

'Tlmforme...i1:1m-=-faabrJ�l-9•dleaaz::mbdc-f..-O�•chcCalls..,,m.,. 
Sta:&. n-s----�lrJ-l&olcy.......,..,ldm--.•dol..ld11:flcclWq,ccJ",c.., 
..,_.._..,IICl:lbolacllballty farS--U,fdo1:tchcllwulM:11t111 UJIW<nnc1rt1i,,aiJcrolpnor11, 

1- wn 
.... _

T_, """"
c...mc 

c- -
--c

� CosiX1)5J 

121 s_ 

I l l s
_ 

1 2 J ,_ 

11, s
_ 

I l l s
_ 

121 ,
_ 

1 2 l s
_ 

1 1 1 ,_. 

111 ,
_ 

121 ,
_ -----------

' l J '-
1 2 1 s

_ 

Total ol Priorit, Won: U.. •-

Access Improvements Priority Sheet 
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SETTING 
PRIORITIES 

A NOTE ON 
COSTING 

Access Improvements Workbook 

In general, in buildings used by the public, it is important that people 
with disabilities be able to get into the building, get to floors of public 
functions, and be able to use the toilet facilities. At your facility, there 
may be unique characteristics of the people you employ or serve that 
dictate a particular set of priorities. Perhaps some buildings are used 
more heavily than others, or an inaccessible building could be made 
accessible with one minor change. There may also be life threatening 
situations, such as no indicators on fire alarm systems for users who are 
sensory impaired (blind and/or deaf), which should be remedied for safe 
egress in emergencies. Consider with other administrative staff what 
modifications are most critical at your facility to the removal of 
architectural barriers. 

You should also consider grouping improvements together to create a 
"path" of accessibility from parking lot to entrance to specific spaces 
such as auditorium and toilet room. This is preferrable to isolated 
improvements which might result in an accessible entrance to a building 
which has important spaces such as a library and toilet room on an 
inaccessible upper floor. 

A void basing priorities exclusively on current user patterns of disabled 
people. Inaccessible buildings or areas within buildings which house 
services or employment might be used extensively by persons with 
disabilities if these buildings were made accessible. 

Remember some changes that are extremely important for access may be 
administrative or may fall under the operating budget. These items are 
noted in the Appendix. 

The costs presented here are typical costs based on average sites and 
situations and straightforward installations. There will be times when 
none of the modifications listed in the Modifications Catalog will work 
in your situation, or when the costs which we provide will seem 
incorrect. In these situations, choose the alternative solution which we 
provide that is closest to the existing problem, or provide your own 
estimate of cost. If you provide your own estimate of 
construction cost, be sure to explain your rationale such as 
the specific design goals or constraints which exist. 
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PLANNING ANALYSIS 

Planning is the first -- and most important -- step in the capital budgeting 
process for accessibility improvements. It essentially answers the first 
question: 

;
i
1lll!lll!ll1ll!IIIIIII l!li1!■1lf l;!tffl!!f !!!!i111lllitilll!illl�i!lll1!11�111111l! 

This section will help you analyze the four critical areas of your facility: Site, 
Entrance, Building, and Spaces. 

Read the entire Planning section carefully to determine what parts of your 
facility must be accessible. At the same time, note (on the Planning Summary 
Sheet) what Survey Forms you will need for completing the field survey 
portion of the process. If you have more than one building at your 
facility, you will need to plan for each one individually. 

THE PLANNING ANALYSIS -- STEP-BY-STEP 

[]J 

Identify team members. These individuals will provide guidance 
and assistance during the planning, surveying, and costing steps. The 
team might include the chief administrator, facility manager, 
maintenance supervisor, 504 Coordinator or Equal Employment 
Opportunity officer, financial staff, and users with disabilities. 

Complete the Facilities Index Sheets. These sheets provide a 
record of the total number of buildings at your facility. If you have a 
large facility, mark which buildings will be surveyed for the current 
budget cycle. Fill in information on frequency of use and type of users. 

Fill in the Planning Summary Sheet. For each building to be 
surveyed, read through the entire Planning section and mark on the 
Planning Summary Sheet the total number of Survey Forms that will be
needed. If you have more than four buildings at your facility, use the 
Additional Planning Summary Sheet 

Copy the Survey Forms. Add the columns horizontally on the 
Planning Summary Sheet to arrive at the total number of forms that 
should be photocopied. Be sure to copy an extra set of forms to have 
handy when surveying (in the event an unexpected barrier is 
encountered). Collate and staple the appropriate forms on a building-by
building basis. For each Survey Form, fill out the title block before you 
go out to look at each building. This provides important identification 
information as well as a brief summary of the planning decisions 
that will guide your costing process. 

NOTE: Complete the Planning section 
before you SURVEY and COST. 

Planning 9 
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§II1f1E

Site accessibility involves arriving at the site, parking an automobile or 
being dropped off, and getting to a building or outdoor recreation area. 
It also includes the ability to move from one building to another when 
there is more than one building at a facility. 

People with mobility problems who arrive by vehicle need to be able to 
get close to buildings under their own steam. Parking must be located 
within 200 feet of an accessible building entrance. In addition, a drop
off area within 100 feet of the entrance is required to allow people to get 
as close to the building as possible on a temporary or short-term basis. 
Direct and safe pathways from these areas as well as from the street and 
transportation stops are essential for people with mobility and sight 
impairments. 

For large facilities with numerous buildings, a site plan will be useful 
for locating all buildings, roadways and parking lots. You may want to 
have several copies of this site plan -- one for each building -- as you 
will evaluate (SURVEY and COST) your facility on a 
building-by-building basis. 

There are a number of ways to measure distance for your site survey. 
One way is to use your site plan with a measured scale. Another way is 
to "pace-off' the distance in the field -- measure your stride and then 
count the number of strides between two points. Choose the methcxl 
that is easiest for you. 

Determine which of the following SITE Survey Forms you 
will need for your facility -- on a building-by-building 
basis. 

Planning 10 
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PARKING 
SURVEY 
FORM 

MAAB MINIMUMS 

Required Spaces 
Total Spaces for Handicapped 

15 spaces or less 
16-40 spaces
41-100 spaces
101-200 spaces
201-500 spaces
501-1,000 spaces

DROP-OFF 
SURVEY 
FORM 

PATHWAYS 
SURVEY 
FORM 

1 space 
2 spaces 
3 spaces 
4 spaces 
5 spaces 
6 spaces 

Access Improvements Workbook 

§IITJE

For each building at your facility, determine the closest parking 
to the accessible entrance (you may want to read the ENTRANCE 
Planning Sheet if you have any questions about which entrance should 
be accessible). Count the number of parking spaces and use the table to 
determine how many accessible parking spaces are required. You may 
find that your facility has a greater need for accessible parking spaces 
than the MAAB code requires. 

If parking for your building is within 200 feet of the accessible 
entrance, you will need to use the SITE: PARKING Survey Form to 
evaluate and cost any needed accessibility improvements. You will need 
one Survey Form for each building. 

If parking for your building is more than 200 feet away from the 
accessible entrance, use the SITE: PARKING Survey Form to cost the 
addition of parking spaces closer to the entry. You will need one 
Survey Form for each building. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
SITE: PARKING Survey Forms you will need for this building. 

If there is a drop-off area within I 00 feet of the accessible entrance for 
this building, you will need to use the SITE: DROP-OFF Survey Form 
to evaluate and cost accessibility improvements. Use one Survey Form 
for each building. 

If there is no drop-off area within I 00 feet of the accessible entrance, 
use the SITE: DROP-OFF Survey Form to cost a new drop-off area 
close to the entrance. Use one Survey Form for each building. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
SITE: DROP-OFF Survey Forms you will need for this building. 

For each building you will need to determine the most direct, accessible 
pathway from the parking lot, drop-off area, and transportation stops to 
the accessible entrance. For each identified pathway complete one 
SITE: PATHWAYS Survey Form. 

For facilities with many buildings, identify the most direct, accessible 
pathways between the buildings. For each identified pathway 
between buildings you will need to complete one SITE: PATHWAYS 
Survey Form. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
SITE: PATHWAYS Survey Forms you will need for this 
building. 
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STEPS 
SURVEY 
FORM 

RAMP 

SURVEY 
FORM 

Access Improvements Workbook 
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If your site has any changes in level there may be a number of locations 
other than at building entrances where steps have been constructed. For 
each set of site steps, complete the SITE: STEPS Survey Form. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
SITE: STEPS Survey Forms you will need for this building. 

If your site is hilly in locations, particularly in areas where there are 
major pathways, there may be existing site ramps which should be 
evaluated. Complete one SITE: RAMP Survey Form for each ramp 
location. There may also be locations along an accessible pathway 
where the existing pathway is so steep (greater than 1:20 slope) that a 
ramp with handrails should be constructed to make it accessible to 
persons with mobility impairments. Where steps occur along a path of 
travel, it may also be necessary to install an adjacent ramp. Identify 
these conditions, if present at your facility, and use the SITE: RAMP 
Survey Form to cost the addition of a ramp. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
SITE: RAMP Survey Forms you will need for this building. 

Planning 12 
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An accessible entry is the keystone to making a building usable by 
people with disabilities. Each building must have at least one accessible 
entry, preferably the entrance used by able-bodied people as well. 
Asking people with handicaps to use basement or back doors not used 
by others not only discriminates against them but also puts them at a 
disadvantage by depriving them of services provided in a front lobby: 
signage, reception, and waiting areas. It is important that once someone 
is inside the entrance that they be able to easily gain direct access to 
elevators and corridors that lead to other parts of the building. 

The entrance includes all exterior elements -- ramps, steps, or lift -- that 
get you from an accessible pathway to just inside the building through 
front doors and vestibule to a main corridor or lobby. 
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If one of these three 
elements is not present, 

you will still need to fill 
out a Su-rvey Form/or 

COSTING the missing 
component. 

RAMP 
SURVEY 
FORM 

STEPS 
SURVEY 
FORM 

DOORWAY 
SURVEY 
FORM 

Access Improvements Workbook 
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All primary public entrances to a building are required to be 
accessible. As many employee and service entrances as possible 
should also be accessible. For example, in large buildings such as 
hospitals there may be an emergency entrance, a visitor entrance, and 
an entrance that staff use located close to where they park their cars. 
, In this instance, all three entrances should be accessible. It is often 
the case that parking lots are located at the back of buildings. If the 
main entrance is located on a public street but a long walk from the 
back of the building, both entrances should be made accessible. 

Some criteria for determining which entrances should be 
accessible include: 

■ It is referred to as the "main entrance" to the building. (If you
asked for directions to this building, you would be directed to
this en trance.)

■ It provides the most direct access to main corridors and
elevators (if present) as well as major public function spaces
at the entry level such as an auditorium or cafeteria.

■ It is an entrance that people use when they enter the building
from visitor or staff parking areas.

Identify the ENTRANCES that should be accessible for 
this building. 

For each entrance you have identified, you will need to complete the 
three ENTRANCE Survey Forms -- RAMP, STEPS and DOOR. 

For each entrance you have identified, you will need to complete one 
ENTRANCE: RAMP Survey Form. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
ENTRANCE: RAMP Survey Forms you will need. 

For each entrance you have identified, you will need to complete one 
ENTRANCE: STEPS Survey Form. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
ENTRANCE: STEPS Survey Forms you will need. 

For each entrance you have identified, you will need to complete one 
ENTRANCE: DOORWAY Survey Form. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
ENTRANCE: DOORWAY Survey Forms you will need. 
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The key components to getting around the building are elevators, corridors, 
stairs, and ramps that can be used safely by people with mobility and visual 
impairments. People often think that getting around a building is only a 
problem for someone using a wheelchair. Individuals with low or no vision 
find it difficult to use buildings with poor signage, obstructions in the hallways, 
and elevators without audible signals. People with leg braces or prostheses 
find poorly designed stairs difficult, if not impossible, to use. It is important to 
remember that even in elevator buildings some stairways are major connections 
between floors and therefore need to be accessible. Fire egress stairs, on the 
other hand, if restricted to emergency use are unlikely to be a critical factor in 
getting around the building. 

There are four key components to getting around the building: ELEVATORS, 
CORRIDORS, ST AIRS, and RAMPS. Some of these items already exist in 
the building and need to be surveyed to determine whether they conform to the 
code. Others, such as elevators, may not exist at all. In buildings where there 
are no elevators or where corridors change level, planning decisions must be 
made to determine whether a modification is needed to allow users to travel 
beyond the floor they enter on. 

I 

\ I , ,
I- ...... 32• T' 

-- ' 

Detennine which of the following BUILDING Survey Forms you 
will need for this building. 
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ELEVATOR 
SURVEY 
FORM 

CORRIDOR 
SURVEY 
FORM 

STAIRS 
SURVEY 
FORM 

NOTE: The presence of steps 
along a corridor will trigger the 
need for a RAMP Survey Form. 

RAMP 
SURVEY 
FORM 

Access Improvements Workbook 
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In multistory buildings with elevators, count the number of elevator banks (a -
cluster of elevators around a common lobby) in this building. (Do not include , 
the freight elevator.) You need to select one BUILDING: ELEVATOR Survey 
Form for each elevator bank. Use it to survey one elevator. 

In multistory buildings without elevators, refer to Section 8, Elevators, in the 
Modifications Catalog, to determine how best to make upper floors accessible. 
Once you have selected an appropriate modification, you will need to cost it on 
the BUILDING: ELEV A TOR Survey Form. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
BUILDING: ELEVATOR Survey Forms you will need for this building. 

Decide which floors of this building are regularly used by staff, clients, or 
visitors. Determine which of these floors have similar corridor layouts. (A 
similar layout means that the corridors could be laid one over the other and they 
would match -- but the rooms do not have to be identical on each floor.) You 
will need to survey only one corridor from each group of similar layouts. The 
following chart may help you in counting the number of BUILDING: 
CORRIDOR Survey Forms you will need. 

Floors_,_._:::,_ .-_•:•,� . . _, _,_ are similar (use one Survey Form) 
Floors_- ., _.,. _, _:•: -, _, _:_;: _ .· _,_ :::are similar (use one Survey Form) 

··Floors : •: :::::. ·•: •. _::: • :•:•.•:::: ., · ·,. .• . ··.·.· are similar (use one Survey Form) _,_,_,_,_,_,_ 

Floors :_- ,,, -"· .,. ,., are similar (use one Survey Form) _, _, _, _, _, __ , -
Floors. .:: .. .., , ., ,,. :· are similar (use one Survey Form)_,_,_,_,_,_,_ 

•:: 
•.·. 

::: 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the total number of 
BUILDING: CORRIDOR Survey Forms you will need for this building. 

Count the number of stairways in this building. Include stairs that connect 
only two or three floors as well as exit stairwells that serve every floor of the 
building. Also use this form for any steps (less than a full flight of stairs) that 
you find along a corridor. You will need one BUILDING: STAIRS Survey 
Form for every stairway or set of steps. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the total number of 
BUILDING: ST AIRS Survey Forms you will need for this building. 

In buildings with interior ramps, use the BUILDING: RAMP Survey Form for 
each ramp. 

In buildings where two floor levels are connected by a Jew steps -- such as 
lobbies and mezzanines, use a BUILDING: RAMP Survey Form to evaluate 
the potential need for a ramp (or a lift). 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the total number of -BUILDING: RAMP Survey Forms you will need for this building. "-
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Once you have made it possible for people to get around the facility 
easily, you need to determine what spaces should be accessible. Even if 
there are only a few people with disabilities currently using a building, 
there may be more in the future. Remember that handicapped people are 
not only visitors and clients, but they may also be employees. 

Rooms like toilets will be found in all buildings. Other spaces are more 
specialized and occur less frequently but must be accessible because of 
their public use. Examples of special spaces include residential 
kitchens, auditoriums, libraries, cafeterias, swimming pools, 
laboratories, and outdoor recreation areas. 

/ 
-I 

/ 

iy 
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_I 

I 

7 

Identify which of the Spaces you will need to survey in 
your building using the following information. 
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TOILET ROOM 
SURVEY 
FORM 

Even in buildings 
where toilets have 
been modified to be 
accessible, be sure 
to survey them to 
ensure that they meet 
all criteria on the 
Survey Form. 

Access Improvements Workbook 
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The number of accessible toilets required by the MAAB code depends 
on the extent of renovation work that is being undertaken. If the cost 
of the renovation work is expected to exceed 25 percent of the value of 
the building, all toilet rooms are required to be accessible. If this 
information is not known, for planning purposes it is recommended 
that a minimum of 25 percent of all toilet rooms in a building be made 
accessible. In each toilet room, one toilet stall and one sink should be 
accessible. Some facilities may require more accessible toilet rooms 
because of the unique nature of their client population, such as chronic 
care hospitals or settings frequently used by people who are elderly. 

For renovation work that is not expected to exceed 25 percent of the 
value of the building, determine the total number required by using the 
25 percent planning guide: 

•·.·. 

X Total number of 
toilet rooms 

- Number of
accessible
toilets needed

Once you have this number, select the toilet room locations in 
the building where an accessible toilet is most critical. The following 
special spaces should have accessible toilets nearby because these are 
the rooms most frequently visited by the public. 

■ Auditorium/public assembly
■ Primary visitor or waiting area
■ Cafeteria
■ Library
■ Gymnasium
■ Swimming pool

If your building has one of the above special spaces and no adjacent 
toilet room, use the TOILET ROOM Survey Form to cost a totally new 
toilet facility. 

For any remaining toilets, select toilet rooms at remote locations within 
the building to provide equal access from all areas. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the 
number of SPACES: TOILET ROOM Survey Forms you 
will need for this building. Identify each toilet by floor location 
to remind you what to survey when you go to the building. Remember 
to do a separate survey for each men's room and women's room at 
any given location. 
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BATHING 
FACILITY 
SURVEY 
FORM 

Bathing facilities 
that have been 
identified as 
accessible 
should all 
be surveyed. 

SPECIAL 
SPACES 
SURVEY 
FORM 

Because of the unique 
and contextual nature 
of these special spaces, 
you will have to provide 
much of the costing 
information yourself 

Access Improvements Workbook 

Bathing facilities can be: separate rooms such as a tub room in a 
hospital; part of public toilet rooms such as locker rooms connected to 
recreation spaces; or part of a conventional bathroom in a residential 
setting. If bathing facilities are located with toilet rooms, you will need 
to use two different Survey Forms to completely survey that room 
(TOILET ROOM and BA THING FACILITY). 

All non-residential bathing facilities, such as those associated with 
gymnasiums and swimming pools, need to have at least one 
accessible shower stall or tub. 

In residential facilities, the number of accessible toilets depends on the 
nature of the client population being served. In general, people should 
not have to travel to other floors of a building to bathe. Plan for one 
accessible bathing facility on each residential or long-term care floor. 

Fill in the PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET with the number of 
SPACES: BATHING FACILITY Survey Forms that you will 
need for this building. 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts owns an extraordinary range of 
facility types from prisons to universities to court houses and parks. 
The MAAB code has few requirements for many of the special spaces 
within each facility type. 

If you have any of the following spaces, note them on the 
PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET and use the SPACES: 
SPECIAL Survey Form to identify accessibility issues and 
strategies for costing. 

■ Kitchens
■ Bedrooms
■ Libraries
■ Cafeterias/restaurants
■ Laboratories
■ Court rooms
■ Places of assembly
■ Swimming pools
■ Locker rooms
■ Outdoor recreation areas
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Do not write on tl1e Survey Forms and Summary 
Sheets in this notebook. Use these forms for 
photocopying only. 

Survey Forms 

SF 1 
SF 2 
SF 3 
SF 4 
SF 5 

SF 6 
SF 7 
SF 8 

SF 9 
SF 10 
SF 11 
SF 12 

SF 13 
SF 14 
SF 15 

Site: 
Site: 
Site: 
Site: 
Site: 

Parking 
Drop-off 
Pathways 
Steps 
Ramp 

Entrance: Ramp 
Entrance: Steps 
Entrance: Doorway 

Building: Elevator 
Building: Corridor (2 pages) 
Building: Stairs 
Buidilng: Ramp 

Spaces: Toilet Room (2 pages) 
Spaces: Bathing Facility (2 pages) 
Spaces: Special (3 pages) 





SFl 

Parking within 200 feet 
(MEASURE, SURVEY and COS1) 

No parking within 200 feet (COST la) 

Hl411hll Size of parking lot: # cars when full 

No. of accessible parking spaces needed: # accessible spaces 
(see Modifications Catalog, Section 1) 

l11hffll'il Not YES- NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

COMPONENT Applicable Compliant Compliant (See Catalog) 

LOCATI ON CIRCLE SELECTION 

HP space closest in lot D D 1b 

to accessible entrance 

Min. width 8' for the car+ 4' aisle D D 1b 

(two HP spaces may share one aisle) 

S IGNAGE 

HP symbol at each space or pair of spaces D D 12a 

SURFACE 

Evenly paved (no cracks) D D 1d 

Flat surface: slope less than 1 :20 D D 1a or 1b or 1d 

No ponding of water D D 1d or 1e 

CURBCUTTO PATHWAY [ 1 

Min. width 3', excluding sloped sides D D 2d 

Sloped or flared sides D D 2d 

All slopes not to exceed 1 :8 D D 2d 

Max. lip 1/2" at road edge D D 2d 

SELECTED 

MODIFICATIONS-· COSTING EQUATIONS COSTS 

.: 
D 1a. Construct new parking $1225/space. X # parking spaces = $ 

D 1b. Define accessible spaces $300/space X # parking spaces $ = 

D 1d. Resurface parking $420/car X # cars in lot = $ 

D 1e. Add catchbasin $7200/cb X # catchbasins = $ 

+ $50/LF X LF from catchbasin = $ 
to storm system 

0 2d. Add/rebuild curbcut $1500/curbcut X # curbcuts = $ 

012a. Ins ta ll pole-mntd. HP sign $275/space X # parking spaces = $ 

-----

Revised 
TOTAL $ 1988 

= 



C 

Revised 

- -----

COMPONENT 

LOCATION 

Drop-off connects to pathway 

Min. width 12' for car+ aisle for 
safe disembarking 

SIGNAGE 

HP symbol at drop-off 

SURFACE 

Evenly paved (no cracks) 

Flat surtace: slope less than 1 :20 

No ponding of water 

CURBCUTTO PATHWAY

Min. width 3', excluding sloped sides 

Sloped or flared sides 

All slopes not to exceed 1 :8 

Max. lip 1 /2" at road edge 

SELECTED 

MODIFICATIONS 

D 1C. Construct drop-off 

D 1d. Resurface parking 

D 1e. Add catchbasin 

+ 

D 2a. Construct/rebuild pathway 

0 2d. Add/rebuild curbcut 

012a. Install pole-mntd. HP sign 

TOTAL 

D Drop-off or parking within 100 feet

(SURVEY then COST) 

D No drop-off within 100 feet (COST le)

Not YES- NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

Applicable Compliant Compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

D D 2a 

D D 1c 

D D 12a 

D D 1 C or 1 d 

D D 1 C or 1 d 

D D 1c or 1 d or 1 e 

[ ] 

D D 2d 

D D 2d 

D D 2d 

D D 2d 

COSTING EQUATIONS COSTS 

$8000 = $ 

$420/car = $ 

$7200/cb X # catchbasins = $ 

$50/LF X LF from catchbasin = $ 
to storm system 

$9/LF - bitum. 

$20/LF - cone. X LF = $ 
$70/LF - brick 

$1500/curbcut X # curbcuts = $ 

$275/space X # parking spaces = $ 

-----

= $ 

t 



IWMi'hll Existing pathway: Linear Feet (LF) 

# curbcuts 

New pathway: Linear Feet (LF) 

#curbcuts 

Not 

COMPONENT Applicable 

PATHWAYS 

Minimum width 3' 

Flat surface: slope less than 1 :20 

Continuous evenly paved surface 
(no change in level greater than 1/2") 

CURB CUT LOCATIONS 

At each comer of each intersection 

Where driveways intersect sidewalks 

CURBCUTS l l 

Min. width 3', excluding sloped sides 

Sloped or flared sides 

All slopes not to exceed 1 :8 

Maximum lip 1/2" at road edge 

SF 3 

D Pathway present (MEASURE, SURVEY
and COS1) 

D More direct pathway needed
(COST 2a and 2d) 

YES- NO-Not MODI FICA TIO NS 

Compliant compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

D D 2a or 2b 

D D 2c 

D D 2a or 2e

D D 2d 

D D 2d 

D D 2d 

D D 2d 

D D 2d 

□ D 2d 

cm• SELECTED

MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS COSTS 

D 2a. Construct/replace pathway $9/LF - bitum. X LF = $ 
$20/LF - cone 

$70/LF - brick 

D 2b. Widen existing pathway $7/LF X LF = $ 

D 2c. Rebuild sloping pathway $11/LF - bitum. X LF = $ 

$17/LF- cone. 

D 2d. Add/rebuild curbcut $1500/curbcut X # curbcuts = $ 

D 2e. Patch lip at curbcut $100/curbcut X # curbcuts = $ 
-----

Revised 
TOTAL $ 

1988 



D Steps present (MEASURE, SURVEY
and COST) 

SF4 

If steps are not present, ramps rather than steps 
are typically added to deal with grade changes. 

jtj il-f W j Number of risers or steps: ___ #risers

Revised 

1988 

Average width of steps: ft. wide 
---

YES-

COMPONENT Compliant 

Nosings not projecting and not damaged D 

Stair tread minimum 11 inches D 

Stair riser maximum 7 inches D 

No open risers D 

Handrail on right side D 

Handrail on left side D 

Handrail between 30"-34" above nosing D 

Handrail extension : 

min. 1' beyond riser at top D 

min. 1' + width of 1 tread beyond riser at bottom D 

Handgrip oval or round D 

Handgrip diameter between 1-1/4" and 2" D 

SELECTED 

MODIFICATIONS > COSTING EQUATIONS

D 3f. Rail extensions $70/extensions X 

D Sa. Build/replace steps $420/riser if 4 ft. wide 
$830/riser if 8 ft. wide X 

$1250/riser if 12 ft. wide 

D Sb. Modify nosing $30/riser X 

D Sc. Fill in open risers $45/riser X 

D Sd. Add/replace handrails $40/riser X # sides X 

TOTAL 

-- -

NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

Compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

D Sb 

D Sa 

D Sa 

D Sa or Sc 

D Sd 

D Sd 

D Sd 

D 3f 

D 3f 

D Sd 

D Sd 

COSTS 

# extensions = $-

# risers = $ 

# risers = $ 

# risers = $ 

# risers = $ 

-----

= $ 

•



-

MEASURE 

R·}1-

C 

Revised 

1988 

SF 5 

D Ramp present (MEASURE, SURVEY, COST) 

D Ramp not present but required to 

accommodate steep, hilly terrain 
(MEASURE then COST 3a) 

There is one key field measurement that is necessary for costing all ramp installations and 
modifications. For all existing ramps, or locations that require ramp installations, measure the 
distance between the ground at the bottom of the hilly slope and the top of the slope. Translate 
feet and inches into a decimal (e.g. 2'3" equals 2.25 feet). 

DISTANCE: __ VF (vertical feet) 

YES- NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

COMPONENT Compliant Compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

Slope between 1 :12 and 1 :20 D D 3a 

(1 :1 O allowable if ramp less than 5' long) 

Minimum width 3 feet (between handrails) D D 3a 

Non-slip surface without cracks D D 3b 

Level platform at every 32 ft., at change of D D 3a or 3c 

direction, at top, and at bottom 

Minimum platform 4' x 4' clear D D 3a or 3c 

Handrail on left side D D 3e 

Handrail on right side D D 3e 

Handrails at 19" above ramp D D 3d or 3e 

Handrails at 34" above ramp D D 3d or 3e 

Handrail extension : 

min 1' beyond ramp end at top D D 3f 

min 1' beyond ramp end at bottom D D 3f 

Handgrip oval or round D D 3e 

Handgrip diameter 1 1/4" to 2" D D 3e 

SELECTED 

MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS COSTS 

VF 

(see MEASURE) 

D 3a. Install new ramp $6500NF X VF = $ 

D 3b. Resurface $125NF X VF = $ 

D 3c. Enlarge platform $ 2,500 allowance = $ 

D 3d. Add single rail $340NF X # sides X VF = $ 

D 3e. Add new railing $825NF X # sides X VF = $ 

D 3f. Extend handrail $70/extension X # ext. = $ 

-----

TOTAL = $ 



SF6 

ENTRANCE: - Ramp-,: _ __ :,_---_- Ramp not required (Stop here) 

I : I ! 

□ 
□ 
□ 

Ramp present (MEASURE, SURVEY, COST) 

Ramp not present but required 
I 

Entrance location: 
-----------

(MEASURE then COST 3a or 4a) 

--

MEASURE There is one key field measurement that is necessary for costing all ramp installations and 
modifications. For all existing ramps, or locations that require ramp or lift installations, measure the 
distance between the ground and the bottom of the accessible door entrance. Translate feet and 
inches into a decimal (e.g. 2'3" equals 2.25 feet). 

DISTANCE: __ VF (vertical feet) 

YES-

COMPONENT Compliant 

Slope between 1 :12 and 1 :20 □ 
(1 :1 O allowable if ramp less than 5' long) 

Minimum width 3 feet (between handrails) □ 
Non-slip surface without cracks □ 
Level platform at every 32 ft., at change of □ 

direction, at top, and at bottom 

Minimum platform 4' x 4' clear □ 
Handrail on left side □ 
Handrail on right side □ 
Handrails at 19" above ramp □ 
Handrails at 34" above ramp □ 
Handrail extension 

min 1' beyond ramp end at top □ 
min 1' beyond ramp end at bottom □ 

Handgrip oval or round □ 
Hand rip diameter 1 1/4" to 2" □ 
SELECTED 
MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS 

�-·· □ � 3a. Install new ramp $6500NF (perpendicular to bldg) 
$4700NF (parallel to bldg) X 

□ 3b. Resurface $12SNF X 

□ 3c. Enlarge platform $ 2,500 allowance 

□ 3d. Add single rail $340NF X # sides X 

□ 3e. Add new ra iling $825NF X # sides X 

□ 3f. Extend handrail $ 70/extension X 

G □ 4a. Install vertical lift $11,000 

NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

Compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

□ 3a

□ 3a

□ 3b 

□ 3a or 3c 

□ 3a or 3c 

□ 3e 

□ 3e 

□ 3d or 3e 

□ 3d or 3e 

□ 3f 

□ 3f 

□ 3e 

□ 3e 

COSTS 

VF 

(see MEASURE) 

__ VF = $ __ _ 

VF = $ 

= $ 

VF = $ 

VF = $ 

# ext. = $ 

= $ 

.-

• 

-----

Revised TOTAL = $ 
1988 



SF7 

No steps - entrance at grade 

Stairs present (11EASURE, SURVEY 

then COST) 

IM41'hMI Number of risers or steps: ___ #risers

Average width of steps: ft. wide 
---

YES-

COMPONENT Compliant 

COST 

Revised 

1988 

Nosings not projecting and not damaged D 

Stair tread minimum 11 inches D 

Stair riser maximum 7 inches D 

No open risers D 

Handrail on right side D 

Handrail on left side D 

Handrails between 30"-34" above nosing D 

Handrail extension 

min. 1' beyond riser at top D 

min. 1' + width of 1 tread beyond riser at bottom D 

Handgrip oval or round D 

Handgrip diameter between 1-1 /4" and 2" D 

SELECTED 

MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS 

D
. .

3f. Rail extensions . . $70/extensions X 

D Sa. Build/replace steps $420/riser if 4 ft. wide 
$830/riser if 8 ft. wide X 

$1250/riser if 12 ft. wide 

D Sb. Modify nosing $30/riser X 

D Sc. Fill in open risers $45/riser X 

D Sd. Add/replace handrails $40/riser X # sides X 

TOTAL 

NO-Not MODI FICA TIO NS 

Compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

D Sb 

D Sa 

D Sa 

D Sa or 5c 

D Sd 

D Sd 

D Sd 

D 3f 

D 3f 

D Sd 

D Sd 

COSTS 

# extensions = $ 

# risers = $ 

# risers = $ 

# risers = $ 

# rb,)rs = $ 

-----

= $ 



MEASURE 

Revised 

1988 

• 

• 

D Single leaf (1 door) 

D No vestibule 
(single exterior doorway) 

COMPONENT 

or 

or 

SFS 

D Doorway present at accessible entry location

(1,ffiASURE, SURVEY then COST) 

D New doorway required (Do not survey,
and COST 6a) 

D Double leaf (2 doors) 

D Vestibule
(two doorways: exterior and interior) 

Not YES- NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

Applicable Compliant Compliant (See Catalog) 

ENTRY PLATFORM 

60" x 60" minimum level area outside door D D 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

3c 

DOOR 

Clear width minimum 32"

Min. 18" beside latch on pull side 

Threshold bevelled and max .1 /2" high 

Hardware: operable with closed fist 

Easy to open and slow to close (min. 3 sec.) 

VESTIBULE [ ] 
4' min + width of door swinging into space 

SIGNAGE 
HP symbol at every exterior door of building 
Building directory inside with raised letters 

· .. ·.·.·.·. ..· 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

=SELECTED 
MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS 

D 3c.

D 6a.

D 6b. 
D 6c.

D 6d. 
D 6e. 
D 6f.

D 6g.

D 6h. 
D 61.

012b. 
012c. 

TOTAL 

.. 

. 
-:-:-.- . :.:- . 

Construct door opening 

Enlarge do9r opening 

Replace double-leaf doors 

Reverse door swing 

Replace door closer 

Replace opening hardware 

Remove/replace threshold 

Install automatic door opener 

Enlarge existing vestibule 

Install exterior HP sign 

Install building directory 

$2500 allowance 

$21 CO/opening 

$1600/opening 

$2500/opening 

$600/door 

$300/door 

$400/door 

$220/opening 

$2000/door 

$3800/vestibule 

$125/sign 

$600/directory 

X #doors 

X #doors 

X #doors 

X #doors 

6b or 6c

6d or 6h 

6g 

6f or 6h 

6e or 6h 

6h or6i 

12b 
12c 

= 

= 

= 

= 

-

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

COSTS 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

' 

-----

= $ 



MEASURE 

1-i'lilHI 

COST•_: .. -·. 

0 

0 

0 

Revised 

1988 

SF9 

No. of floors served: # floors 
--

COMPONENT 

Self levelling, within1/2" of lobby floor 

Elevator door opening minimum 32" 

Existing elevator(s) (:rv1EASURE, 
SURVEY, then COST) 

D Elevator required but not present
(COST Sa or 4b) 

No. of elevators in elevator bank: # elevators 

YES- NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

Compliant Compliant (See Catalog) 

D D 8b or 8c 

D D 8b 

Reopening device activated when cab door D D 8b or 8d 
is obstructed, or door open 6 sec. min. 

Cab size minimum 48" x 48" D D 

Top of control panel maximum 54" high D D 

Emergency controls and telephone D D 
at bottom of panel 

Middle of buttons at landings max 42" high D D 

Audible signals in elevator cab or at landings D D 

SELECTED 

MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS 

D aa. ,> Install new elevator and shaft
[ ] INSIDE BUILDING: $120,000/elevator 

+ $18,000/floor X 

[] OUTSIDE BUILDING: $165,000/elevator
+ $23,000/floor X 

D 8b. Replace existing elevator $60,000/elevator
+ $12,000/floor X

D ac. Replace self-leveler Contact elevator representative

D 8d. Install/replace door $1,850/elevator
reopening device 

D Se. Lower control panel $3,400/panel 

D Sf. Install/relocate emer. �ems $2,060/installation 

D 8h. Install audible signal in cab $2,750/cab 

ELEVATOR SUBTOTAL (for one elevator) 
Total number of elevators in bank 

aa 

8b or Se 

Sb or Sf 

8g 

8b or 8h 

COSTS 

= $ 
# floors = $ 

= $ 
# floors = $ 

= $ 
# floors = $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 
X # 

-----

TOTAL ELEVATOR COSTS = $ 

D 4b. Install incline lift $16,000/flight X # flights = $ 

D 8g. Lower buttons at each landing $700/floor X # floors = $ 
-----

TOTAL = $ 



•

• 



Floor: 

MEASURE 

SF 10-1 

This corridor is representative of __ 
other corridors in the building. 

(List floor nos. 
_

, 
_

, 
_

, 
_

, 
_

, 
_ ) 

Number of corridor doors: (doors in path of travel along a corridor) 

Number of room doors (doors on corridor leading into rooms) 

Not YES- NO-Not 

COMPONENT Applicable Compliant Compliant 

CORRIDOR DOORS (Choose typical door to survey) 

Clear width minimum 32" D D 

Minimum 18" beside latch on pull side D D 

Threshold bevelled and max 1/2" high D D 

Hardware: operable with closed fist D D 

Easy to open and slow to close (min. 3 sec.) D D 

ROOM DOORS (Choose typical door to survey) 

Clear width minimum 32" D D 

Minimum 18" beside latch on pull side D D 

Threshold bevelled and max 1/2" high D D 

Hardware: operable with closed fist D D 

Tactile sign with raised letters at each room D D 

WIDTH AND SURFACE 

--- -

MODIFICATIONS 

(See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

Gb or Ge 

Gd or Gj or 

Gg 

Gf or Gj 

Ge or Gj 

Gb or Ge

Gd or Gk 

Gg 

Gf 

12f 

Gk 

Wall mounted objects projecting max. 4" D D 7a or 9a or 10b 

If carpet, no wrinkles [ ] D D 7b 

SIGNAGE 

Directory with raised letters for all rooms on floor D D 12d 

Tactile directional signs to accessible toilet D D 12e 

TELEPHONES (at least one) [ ] 

Dial, handset and coin slot D D 9a 

max 54" above floor 

DRINKING FOUNTAINS [ ] 

Controls operable wtth closed fist D D 10a 

Level of basin rim max 34" above floor D D 10a or 10b

Knee space min 30" wide D D 10a or 10b 

ALARM SYSTEMS /CONTROLS 

Thermostats, intercoms and fire [ ] D D 11a 

pull boxes max 54" above floor 

Flashing signal on fire alarm system [ ] D D 11b 



Revised 

1988 

(representative of_ other floors) 

(\ SELECTED,:: 
. . ,_. MODIFICATIONS COSTING_,, EQUATIONS

0 ''\. Eib/\\ Enlar�-e '8oor ope�i�:�\ ,,:::? $1.400/opening X

j:({ 0':\}'5�': /:::::: Re;i;ce d�'d6
°

i'�'''1';�t::'d66';;::::\ $2000;opening x'

){O /: 6d. <>Reverse -�de;� st�}i�g·::· .. {:. $600/door,,_ X 

0 . 6e. Replace':�oor c1;ser ,.
,'.;'.'$300/door X 

0 6f. Re�lac� openi�g' h'ardware '::'$400/door X 

. ,,::··o :t.6g .. :· RemoJetreplace th;esh�,ld .,. 
$22,0/opening X

0 ·.,. 6j. lrstall hold-c:,pen device $200/door X 

0 •,•' 6k. Relocate door · · 

0 · 7a. &nstruct wfng walls

0 ,, .. 7b. Install carpeting 

$1500/door X 

$380/object ·,.-X 

$2/SF X 

#openings 

#openings 

# doors 

# doors 

#doors 
·.· . 

#openings 

#doors 

#doors 

# objects 

SF 

0 ,,,, 9a. ·He locate telephone done by telephone company 

01oa. Install new drinking fntn 

O1.0b. :Relocate drinking fntn 
.• . .  

O11a. Relocate controls 

011 b/ Install flashing signal 

012d. 

O12e. 

0121. 

Install tactile floor dir. 

Install tactile HP signs 

Install tactile room signs 

TOT AL per corridor 

$1650/fntn X 

$430/f ntn :;;;,,, X 

$1 CO/control X 

$125/alarm X 

$600/directory 

$70/sign X 

$30/sign X 

Multiply by number of corridors of similar design 

TOT AL COST per corridor type 

#fountains 
--

#fountains --
#controls --
#alarms 

--

__ #signs 

# rooms --

SF 10-2 

COSTS 

= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 

$ 
--

= 

= $ 
= $ 
= $ 
= $ 

= $ 
= $ 

-----

= $ 
X 

-----

= $ 



MEASURE 

G·l-i-

Revised 

1988 

• 

SFll 

D Full flights (from one floor to another)

D Half flight (5-10 steps)

D Quarter flight (1-4 steps)

Number of flights of stairs: ___ (typically equals number of stories in building) 

(Treat 5-1 o steps as 0.50 flight and 1-4 steps as 0.25 flight) 

YES-

COMPONENT Compliant 

Nosings not projecting and not damaged □ 

Stair tread minimum 11 inches wide D 

Stair riser maximum 7 inches high D 

No open risers D 

Handrail on right side □ 

Handrail on left side □ 

Handrails between 30"-34" above nosing D 

Handrail extension 

min. 1' beyond riser at top □ 

min. 1' + width of 1 tread beyond riser at bottom D 

Handgrip oval or round D 

Handgrip diameter between 1-1/4" and 2" □ 

SELECTED 

MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS 

D 3f. Rail extensions $280/flight X 

D· Sa. Build/replace steps $7, 140/flight ff 4 ft. wide 

$14, 110/flight if 8 ft. wide X 

$21 �250/f light if 12 ft. wide 

D Sb. Eliminate/repair nosing $51 0lflight X 

□ Sc. Fill in open risers $765/flight X 

□ Sd. Add/replace handrails $680/flight X 

TOTAL for one set of stairs 
Multiply by number of fllghts of stairs 

TOT AL COST for Stairs in this location 

NO-Not 

Compliant 

□ 

D 

D 

D 

□ 

D 

□ 

□ 

D 

□ 

□ 

# flights 

# flights 

# flights 

# flights 

# flights 

- ----- ----

MODIFICATIONS 

(See Catalog) 

Sb 

Sa 

Sa 

Sa or Sc 

Sd 

Sd 

Sd 

3f 

3f 

Sd 

Sd 

COSTS 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 
-----

= $ 
X 

-----

= $ 



MEASURE 

• 

• 

Revised 

1988 

D Ramp not required (Stop here) 

SF12 

D Ramp present (MEASURE, SURVEY, COST) , 

D Ramp not present but required 

(MEASURE then COST 3a, 4a or 4b) 

There is one key field measurement that is necessary for costing all ramp installations and 
modifications. For all existing ramps, or locations that require ramp or lift installations, measure the 
distance between the two floors that are to be connected by the ramp or lift. Translate feet and 
inches into a decimal (e.g. 2'3" equals 2.25 feet). 

DISTANCE: __ VF (vertical feet) 

COMPONENT 

Slope between 1 :12 and 1 :20 
(1 :1 O allowable if ramp less than 5' long) 

Minimum width 3 feet (between handrails) 

Level platform at every 32 ft., at change of 
direction, at top, and at bottom 

Minimum platform 4' x 4' clear 

Handrail on left side 

Handrail on right side 

Handrails at 19" above ramp 

Handrails at 34" above ramp 

Handrail extension : 

min 1' beyond ramp end at top 

min 1' beyond ramp end at bottom 

Handgrip oval or round 

Handgrip diameter 1 1 /4" to 2" 

SELECTED 

YES- NO-Not 

Compliant Compliant 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

D o·

D D

D D 

D D 

D D 

D D 

MODIFICATIONS COSTING EQUATIONS 

VF 

(see MEASURE) 

D 3a. Install new ramp $3500NF if concrete X VF 
$3500NF if wood 

$4200NF if steel 

D 3c. Enlarge platform $2,500 allowance 

D 3d. Add single rail $340NF X # sides X VF 

D 3e. Add new railing $825NF X # sides X VF 

D 3f. Extend handrail $ 70/extension X # ext. 

D 4a. Install vertical lift $11,000 

D 4b. Install an incline lift $16,000/flight X # flights 

MODIFICATIONS 

(See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

3a 

3a 

3a or 3c 

3a or 3c 

3e 

3e 

3d or 3e 

3d or 3e 

3f 

3f 

3e 

3e 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

COSTS 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

C 

( 

-----

TOTAL = $ 



_______ [ ] M [ ] F [ ] Unisex 

Not 

COMPONENT Applicable 

MAIN DOOR 

Clear width minimum 32" 

Minimum 18" beside latch on pull side 

Threshold bevelled and max 1/2" high 

Hardware: Operable wtth closed fist 

Easy to open and slow to close (min. 3 sec.) 

HP symbol at toilet entrance 

CLEAR TURNING SPACE 

Min 5' diameter turning space 

SINK 

Top maximum 32" high 

Knee space min 30"wide, 27" high, 22" deep 

Faucets operable with closed fist 

ACCESSORIES 

Bottom of one mirror at 38" maximum 

All dispensers max 42" above floor 

URINALS [ 1 

Rim max 15" above floor 

TOILET STALL [ 1 

Minimum width 5' 

Minimum depth 6' 

Door: 

Clear width minimum 32" 

Min. 18" beside latch on pull side 

Swings out 

TOILET 

Top of toilet seat 17''-19" above floor 

Two grab bars mounted parallel to floor and 
30" above floor: 42" long on back wall 

42" long on side wall 

SF 13-1 

SUR VEY toilet room. If room requires 
substantial modification including additional 
square footage to make accessible, COST 13a. 

- - -

YES- NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

Compliant Compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

D D 6b 

D D 6d or 6i or 6k 

D D 6g 

D D 6f 

D D 6e 

D D 12e 

D D 13a 

D D 13f 

D D 13f 

D D 13g 

D D 13i 

D D 13j 

D D 13e 

D D 13a or 13b 

D D 13a or 13b 

D D 13c 

D D 13c 

D D 13c 

D D 13d 

D D 13h 

D D 13h 



Revised 

1988 

[ ] M 

. _::-:>.;-:::,;.·. 

SELECTED _ ,, _ 
•-·MODIFICATIONS 

:::::::::/::::::::::::· :::)\}(:::;!\::.:�:\:::i({\i!}\:\::::;}}:::::· 

_ _ _ • ,:):::::::::::::JJ!ttIU:!J::::::\:J:J]l\!JI::::.cosT1N G EQUATION s
•·· 'it/\) :::::::::::::;:::::: \

::: • ..
El:: 6b� :+ Enlarge d�or6��ning)jj// 

D 
... 

. ,, 6d/ Reverse door iwing J:/ {:\
0 6e. " Replace door closer· -·- -·-·. 

0 6f. Repl�ce &,o} openin�,,�:;�J:;re 
.. ..... ..·.· .... 

Remove/re•place·thre.s·hold 

.·. . . .· 

{>, $1400/open i ng 

)}$600/door 
. . . . . . . 

}> $300/door 
:.:::.- -:-

••· __ $400/door <:

$220/opening □ 6g.

D , .. si. . Enlargi"��i�tiri�::v;stibG1;<r::::ut<.: )?$2500/vestibule 

D 6k. 

[l '·12e. 

D 13a. 

0 13b.

D 13c. 

0 13d.

D 13e. 

·□
.. 

13f. 

□ r13g.

0 13h.

D 13i. 

D 13j. 

Relocate doo?)t:lt ';{/ 
? ,,,,,,-, :- · 

($1500/door 

Install t;ctile .·HP:,�:i,�n \}jJ{t $70/sign 
····.•-·-•.•.· -•-::::-. -:::-, .:::::·:·:·-•t:::::::-:-:-·-·.· 

Construct new toilet room ':::::: \/> -- . :/'$7000/toilet room
. .. 

, Create accessible stall 

Relocate toilet stall door .-

Replace/relocate toilet 
.. 

Make urinal accessible 

_ Replace/relocate sink 
.. :,: 

Install lever handles 

Add grab bar 

Add/relocate mirror 

Add/relocate accessories 

" $1650/stall 

$600/door 

$1000/toilet 

$700/urinal 
·.))\. 
,·- $400/�ink 

$210iset '' 

$21 0/g rab bar 

$140/mirror 

$125/set of accessories 

TOT AL per toilet room (not to exceed 13a) 

If there are Identical toilet rooms above or below 
(In same plumbing stack) to be made accessible, 

multiply by number of Identical toilet rooms 

TOT AL COST for toilet rooms in this plumbing stack 

SF 13-2 

COSTS 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 
= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ �-
= $ 
= $ 

= $ 

= $ 
= $ 

= $ 
-----

= $ 

X 

-----

= $ ----

•



[ ] M [ ] F [ ] Unisex 

Not 

COMPONENT Applicable 

MAIN DOOR [ 1 

Clear width minimum 32" 

Minimum 18" beside latch on pull side 

Threshold bevelled and max 1/2" high 

Hardware: operable with closed fist 

Easy to open and slow to close (min. 3 sec.) 

HP symbol at entrance 

CLEAR TURNING SPACE 

Min 5' diameter turning space 
(outside bath or shower) 

BATHTUB [ 1 

Single lever control 

Shower head on slide bar with hose 

Two 48" grab bars on long wall: 

mounted 21" above floor 

mounted 36" above floor 

Tub seat 18" wide at head of tub 

SHOWER ST ALL [ 1 

Minimum size 3' x 3' 

No curb at the floor 

Single lever control 

Shower head on slide bar with hose 

Padded, hinged seat securely attached 

Top of seat 18" above floor 

Two grab bars, 36" above floor, on wall under 
shower, and opposite seat 

SF 14-1 

0 SURVEY bathing facility. If room
requires substant ial modification 
including additional square footage to 
make accessible, COST 13a. 

YES- NO-Not MODIFICATIONS 

Compliant Compliant (See Catalog) 

CIRCLE SELECTION 

D D 6b 

D D 6d or 6i or 6k

n D 6g 

D D 6f 

D D 6e 

D D 12e 

D D 14a 

D D 14c 

D D 14c 

D D 13h 

D D 13h 

D D 14e 

D D 14a 

D D 14b 

D D 14c 

D D 14c 

D D 14d 

D D 14d 

D D 13h 
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._._._. ·.·. 

:"SELECTED'\,: :' 
· -

·
. 

MODIFICATIONS\, .. :-:=:::::,,:::::::·

D :- . ··sti:. < :::Enl�rge d�:or opening 

g\ .. :;:! ;:::�::::::::�'. .. 
[J :: sf.:; Replace door opening h-�dware 

0 6g. :: Remove/replace threshold 

0 61. :•':- Enlarge existirig Je;tibule 

□- Relocate door 

□ 12e. ·t · t:b��:�11 tacti!.� HP sign

D 13h ; :::: ,�:t1i, grat
f

o�r

G :::, 0 ··14a. Construct new shower 

0 14b. .. Fte-�ove curbing :::: 

·.· 0 1-:�· Add shower controls

0 14d. Add shower seat 

0 14e. · Replace tub with shower

TOTAL 

$600/door 

$�fooidoo r 
. .  

$400/door 

$220/opening 

$2500/vestibule 

$1500/door 

$70/sign 

$210/grab bar X __ # grab bars 

$2750/shower 

$550/stall 

$550 

$275 

$3675 

SF 14-2 

COSTS 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

= $ 

$= 
◄ 

= $ 

= $ 

----· 

= $ 



SF 15-1 

SPAC.ES: Special' . (1 of 3) Facility: ___________ _ 

The following spaces have specialized accessibility 
needs beyond the scope of the Survey Forms. Check 
to see if you have any of these spaces. Use the 
costing information that is provided below along 

with any estimates that you can get from local 
builders and suppliers to arrive at an approximate 
budget for accessibility improvements. Transfer 
these costs to the COST SUMMARY SHEEf. 

LIBRARIES 

Accessible components 

0 Minimum aisle width 36" 
0 Check-out counter max. 34" high 
0 If turnstile, then alternate exit 

for wheelchairs 
0 Card catalogs: max. height 54" 

min. height 18" 
min. 36" aisle between 

TOTAL 

Costing Information 

Cost relocation of stacks 
Replace counter 
Install gate adjacent to turnstile at $500 

Replace with Furniture and 
Equipment budget 

Estimated Costs 

$ ______ _ 

$ ______ _ 

$ ______ _ 

$ ______ _ 

$ ______ _ 

PLACES OF ASSEMBL Y __ dsO+ p�ple.·inclJ'dinci''''a'uditoriums, lecture halls, stadiums, skating rinks, armories) 

Accessible components 
.·.: . ·.•. .•.· .•:• .·.

· 

Costing Information 

Refer to BUILDING Survey Forms 
Refer to BUILDING Survey Forms 

Estimated Costs 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

Accessible stage and backstage 
Accessible dressing rooms 
Accessible ticket window max. 34" 
No. of accessible spectator spaces 

Specialized costing required $ ______ _ 
(Refer to Chart in Modifications Catalog, Section 1) 

Wheelchair spaces: distributed 
among different priced seats; 
level area; 36"x 60"; not in 

Specialized costing required $ ______ _ 

path of egress travel 
0 Listening system for hearing impaired $6,000 for up to 500 seats 

$12,000 for over 500 seats 
TOTAL 

CAFETERIAS/RESTAURANTS 

Accessible components Costing Information 

0 Tray slide min. 34" high Lower/replace slide rack 
0 36" wide passage for cafeteria line Redesign layout for cafeteria line 
0 Food reachable from wheelchair Specialized design required 
0 36" aisle between tables Rearrange furniture (Operating) 
0 Table height 28-34" with knee space Replace with accessible tables 

TOTAL 

Revised 1988 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

Estimated Costs 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ ____ _ 
$ 

______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 



SPACES: Special (2 of 3) Facility: 

COURTROOMS::: 

Accessible components Costing Information 

□ 34" clear at gate in railing Install new gate at $500 

□ Min. 34" aisle width Rearrange courtroom seating 

□ Accessible jury box Special costing required 

□ Accessible witness stand Special costing required 

□ Accessible public seating Special costing required 

TOTAL 

LABORATORIES 

Accessible components Costing Information 

D Min. 66" aisle between lab benches Rearrange lab benches 

□ Lab bench top 28"-34" from floor Replace one lab bench top 

□ Knee space at lab bench and sink Replace one lab bench top 
(27" high, 30" wide, 19" deep) 

TOTAL 

CLIENT BEDROOMS 

Accessible components Costing Information 

□ Min. 36" on both sides of each bed; Rearrange furniture, or 
min. 42" at foot of bed(s) Change occupancy of bedrooms 

D Accessible door min. 32" wide Enlarge door opening at $1400/opening 

□ Accessible closet doors with Replace closet door at $400/door 
adjustable closet poles Add closet pole at $100/pole 

TOTAL 

RESIDENTIAL KITCHENS 

Accessible components Costing Information 

□ All counter heights (including sink Install new kitchen counter at $3675/unit 
and cooking unit) adjustable Make counter adjustable at $1500/unit 
between 30" - 40" 

□ 3' 9" wide clear space beneath sink Install new kitchen counter at $3675/unit 
and cooktop 

D Bottom of wall cabinet max. 51" Lower wall cabinets at $40/unit 

D Wall oven with bottom of door Install wall oven at $1250/unit 

D 
max. 30'" above floor 

Refrigerator: side-by-side or Replace refrigerator at $550/unit 
freezer door max. 44" above floor 

TOTAL 

Revised 1988 

SF 15-2 

Estimated Costs 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
------

$ 

Estimated Costs 

$ 

$ 

$ 
------

$ 

�-

Estimated Costs 

$ 

$ 
------

$ 

Estimated Costs 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ �.,,:,_ 

------

$ 



SF 15-3 

SPACES: Special (3 of 3) · Facility: ___________ _ 

OUTDOOR RECREA TlON AREAS 

Accessible Component 

D Accessible parking 

D Accessible picnic table within 200' 
of parking and at campsite 

D Accessible campsite 

0 Accessible drinking fountain: 
operable with closed fist; 
basin max. 34" high 

D Accessible telephone 

0 Accessible bathroom within 300' 
of parking 

D Accessible bathhouse 

D Paved walkway with rail across 
beach to water 

D Safe railings and curbs at 
dangerous places for people 
with visual impairments 

TOTAL 

SWIMMING POOL 

Accessible components 

□ 

□ 

□ 

48" wide path of travel around pool 

Non-slip surf ace around pool 

Access into pool: 

TOTAL 

34" wide ramp with handrails, or 
lifting device, or 
Raised coping at pool edge 

18" wide x 18" high 

LOCKER ROOMS 

Accessible components 

D Min. 42" aisle between lockers 

D Accessible toilets 

D Accessible bathing facilities 

D Dressing cubicles: 

TOTAL 

Revised 1988 

-so--x72
,tc

Min. 32" wide opening
Curtain or outswinging door

Costing Information 

Refer to PARKING Survey Form 

$600 per table on concrete pad 

Refer to SITE Survey Forms 
Refer to TOILET, BATHING Survey Forms 

$600/outdoor fountain 

Contact telephone company for installation 

Refer to TOILET Survey Form 

See Locker Rooms 

Refer to SITE Survey Forms 

Refer to PATHWAYS Survey Form 

Costing Information 

Specialized costing required 

$9.00/SF for abrasive grain 

Ramp 24' long - $2,500 
$3;;:;7:; ;v, j,,NfldUI� ,;;L 
Specialized costing required 

Costing Information 

Rearrange lockers 

Use SPACES: Toilet Room Survey Form 

Use SPACES: Bathing Facility Survey Form 

Install accessible dressing cubicle 

Estimated Costs 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
_____ _ 

$ 
_____ _ 

$ 
____ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
____ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

Estimated Costs 

$ 
_____ _ 

$ 
_____ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

Estimated Costs 

$ 
____ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
______ _ 

$ 
____ _ 





COST SUMMARY SHEET 

Facility: Completed by: 

' Total no. of buildings: Completion date: 

Transfer the total cost figures at the bottom of each Survey Form to the appropriate line below. Do this 
on a building-by-building basis and then sum all the building costs to arrive at an estimated construction 
budget for yoµr facility. Multiply this ECC (estimated construction cost) by DCPO's administrative costs 
factor to arrive at the Total Project Cost (TPC). 

Accessibility Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 
Components TOTAL 

SITE 

Parking $ $ $ $ $ 

Drop-off $ $ $ $ $ 

Pathways $ $ $ $ $ 

Steps $ $ $ $ $ 

Ramp $ $ $ $ $ 

ENTRANCE 

Ramp $ $ $ $ $ 

Steps $ $ $ $ $ 

.. 
Doorway $ $ $ $ $ 

BUILDING 

Elevator $ $ $ $ $ 

Corridor $ $ $ $ $ 

Stairs $ $ $ $ $ 

Ramp $ $ $ $ $ 

SPACES 

Toilet Rooms $ $ $ $ $ 

Bathing Facility $ $ $ $ $ 

Special (list): $ $ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ $ 

Estimated Construction Cost $ $ $ $ $ 

DCPO Admin. Costs X 1.35 X 1.35 X 1.35 X 1.35 X 1.35 

-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------- --------------

TOT AL PROJECT COST $ $ $ $ $ 

Revised 1988 



COST SUMMARY SHEET 
(Additional Sheets) 

Facility: Completed by: 

Total no. of buildings: Completion date: 

If you have more than four buildings at your facility, use additional Cost Summary Sheets to record 
building-by-building costs. Do a "Total" column which includes all buildings at your facility. 

Accessibility 
Components 

SITE 

Parking 

Drop-off 

Pathways 

Steps 

Ramp 

ENTRANCE 

Ramp 

Steps 

Doorway 

BUILDING 

Elevator 

Corridor 

Stairs 

Ramp 

SPACES 

Toilet Rooms 

Bathing Facility 

Special (list): 

Estimated Construction Cost 

DCPO Admin. Costs 

TOT AL PROJECT COST 

Revised 1988 

Building #_ Building #_ Building #_ Building #_ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ $ $ $ 

$ __ _ $ __ _ $ __ _ $ __ _ 

TOTAL 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ __ _ 

X 1.35 X 1.35 X 1.35 X 1.35 X 1.35 

$ 
__ _ 

$ 
__ _ 

$ __ _ $ __ _ $ __ _

cl 



ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS PRIORITY SHEET 

Facility: Completed by: 

'
Total no. of buildings: __________ Completion date:

This form is used to indicate facility priorities based on the accessibility improvements itemized on the Cost Summary 
Sheet These priorities are recommended by the facility manager and administrator and should reflect the specific and 
sometimes unique needs of each facility. For guidance, refer to the Introduction. List work items by order of priority. 

Item Work 
No. Description 

Total of Priority Work Items 

Revised 1988 

Location 

Why is this work 
item important? 
Please elaborate. 

Circle 
appropriate 
category* 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

I 2 3 

1 2 3 

I 2 3 

I 2 3 

1 2 3 

I 2 3 

I 2 3 

Total 
Project 
CostffPC 
(Estimated 
Construction 
Cost X 1.35) 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ ____ _ 

* I = Life threatening condition
2 = Part of accessible path
3 = Other
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

. . ' ' ' ...
.. .

. '!�;��.·. 

Parking and Drop-off . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

Pathways and Curbcu.ts .................... . 

Ramps ................................. . 

Lifts .................................... . 

Stairs/steps .............................. . 

Doorways . . . . . ......................... . 

Page 

1 

3 

5 

9 

11 

13 

7. · Corridors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 19 

8. Elevators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 

9. Telephones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 7 

10. Drinking fountains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 

11. Alarm Systems and Controls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 

12. Signage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 

13. Toilet Rooms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 

14. Bathing Facilities . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 

The Modifications Catalog describes a range of site and building 
modifications that can be made to your facility to solve accessibility 
problems. Diagrams have been provided to illustrate what some of these 
changes would look like. The specific solutions to your facility's 
problems may not look exactly like the diagrams or the descriptions in the 
catalog. However, the costs of these modifications will provide an 
adequate estimate of cost to solve the particular accessibility problem. 

The cost figures have been provided by a professional cost estimator 
experienced in public sector construction. The costs reflect public 
bidding, Davis-Bacon wage rates, contractor's overhead and profit, and a 
contingency factor. Some specific costs may seem high based on local 
experience; others may appear low. On average, however, the total 
estimated construction costs should provide an adequate capital budget for 
making your facility accessible. 

These costs have been inflated to reflect a 1989-1990 construction date. 
Because inflation and the construction bidding environment are difficult to 
project, please remember that these are estimates for budgeting purposes 
only; specific work item costs should be verified by local experience. 

The following modifications describe how these changes will benefit 
people with disabilities. For simplicity, only people with the most 
extreme need are mentioned. Remember that many other people will be 
helped by each of these modifications. 
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MAAB MINIMUMS 

Total Spaces 

15 spaces or less 
16-40 spaces
41-100 spaces
101-200 spaces
201-500 spaces
501-1,000 spaces

Required Spaces 
for Handicapped 

1 space 

2 spaces 
3 spaces 

4 spaces 
5 spaces 
6 spaces 

Modifications Catalog I 

-

' . . ' .. . ,-:: .. . 

PARKING AND DROPOFF .:--, ,_;_ :: :·:;;· .. , ·. :. "•·�. ·:��r:.
. " .· ... •;,,'•, ·:�•·:.··· :" .:.+··:�·-·::-:·

• 
• ' 

• 

' I • •• •• _.. '.: -:. ·: :•:• •• '. :; • l:··• .. j:.

[El Construct new parking

To provide accessible parking areas within 200 feet of an entrance, it may be necessary 
to construct a number of new parking spaces. This is typically done adjacent to an 
existing driveway or road. For cost efficiency, parking spaces are typically constructed 
as multiples of twos. This modification includes the cost of a curbcut and HP sign. 

,

•

• 
,-

.... 

l I!;. o• l 4'-o• l., , , 

,• 

$1225 per parking space X 

e.·-o• l 

No. of parking spaces 

[3 Define accessible spaces in existing parking lot

In some instances, an existing parking lot will be within 200 feet of an accessible 
entrance. Three existing spaces can sometimes be combined into two accessible 
parking spaces by painting out old lines, restriping to include an unloading area, and 
installing appropriate signage. 

$300 per parking space X No. of parking spaces 



Modifications Catalog 2 

-
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. . . 

PARKING AND DROP-OFF ·. "' �t.t.::._..-._ · ... -�·.,- · · :�<- ·,._.. . . � .. ··. . . " . . ..

� Construct drop-off 

- - -

Drop-off areas are critical to people who do not drive themselves but may arrive by van 
cab, bus, or car driven by someone else. These designated short-term pull-off areas 
permit a disabled person to disembark safely close to the accessible entrance. This 
modification includes the cost of a curb cut, HP sign, curbing and sidewalk. 

.

,, 

-c:i
I 

"" '''"

'Hi1,"I • 

½i'

1, 

" I 

$800d per drop-off 

[El Resurface existing parking lot 

Existing parking lots with a deteriorated or undulating surface that makes it difficult for 
handicapped persons to negotiate should be resurfaced. A spalled and cracked pavement i: 
potentially hazardous for everyone and uneven parking lot surfaces collect water during 
inclement weather. 

$420 per car X No. of cars 

[El Add drainage to low-lying areas that collect water 

Portions of the paved or landscaped areas of the site may collect water when it rains. 
Puddles and icy spots are particularly dangerous for people with visual or mobility 
problems. If this standing water interferes with accessible pathways or parking areas, 
drainage should be provided. While specific drainage solutions will vary from facility to 
facility, for capital budgeting purposes the costs include construction of a new catch
basin with a tie-in to the nearest storm line. 

+ 

$7200 per catchbasin X No. of catch basins 

$50 per linear foot X linear feet from catchbasin 
to storm sewer tie-in 



Modifications Catalog 3 
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PATHWAYS AND CURBCUTS ,._ ·.· ... -.. >> JI?>:-
. .. . 

•:-:·: 

[Ei Construct/replace pathway 

The accessible parking and dropoff must be linked to the building by an accessible 
pathway. Spalled and cracked pathways are difficult for handicapped persons to negotiate 
and potentially hazardous for everyone. Typically this can be solved by resurfacing or 
replacing an existing pathway with similar materials, generally bituminous, concrete or 
brick. 

$9 per LF (bituminous) 
$20 per LF (concrete) X LF (linear feet) 
$70 per LF (brick) 

� Widen existing pathway 

Existing pathways are often too narrow for people in wheelchairs. All existing 
pathways should be a minimum of 3 feet wide. Existing narrow pathways can usually 
be easily widened. If pathways are widened, they should be widened to 4 feet. 

$7 perLF X LF (linear feet) 

� Rebuild sloping pathway 

Pathways with a slope greater than 1:20 and no handrails are virtually impossible to 
negotiate by a person in a wheelchair. Sloping sections of pathways can be rebuilt by 
filling to change the slope to 1:20. Very steep pathways may require a ramp with 
handrails for some portion of the walk. 

$11 per LF (bituminous) 
$17 per LF (concrete) 

X LF (linear feet) 
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Modifications Catalog 4 

-

PATHWAVSANDCURBCUTS . 
. · , 

[3 Add/rebuild curbcut 

- -- -

Curbcuts of proper slope and surface are essential for making all parts of the site 
accessible. They should be located wherever a pathway crosses a curb - at streets and 
parking lots. Curbcuts should either have a textured surface or be painted yellow so that 
people with visual handicaps can identify them. 

$1500 p�i curbcl}t X No. of curbcuts 

� Patch lip at curbcut 

Due to either settling of the road or poor original construction, a lip is often seen at the 
bottom of the curbcut If this lip is greater than 1(2 inch, it stalls the wheelchair user at a 
critical and dangerous position on the road. It should be patched to allow access. 

.•: $100 per curbcut X No. of curbcuts 

.I 
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There is one key field measurement 
that is necessary for costing all ramp 
installations and modifications: the

distance in feet (refe"ed to as 
vertical feet --VF) between the 

proposed bottom of the ramp and the 
proposed top of the ramp. (At an 

entrance, this is the distance between 
ground level and the bottom of the 
door.) This measurement appears on 
the Survey Forms and is used to 
calculate the length of the ramp 
needed (assuming a 1:12 ramp 
slope). It should be stated as a tenth 
of a decimal -- e.g. 2.4 feet 

Modifications Catalog 5 

- -
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. .. . . . ,,;,. .. ,,._, RAMPS 
. . ... :.-. 

. 

' : · :-.. _· .�· •. - .. �··�t-• '" 

� Build new or replace existing ramp 

. . � ... .
. . 

In addition to the length of a ramp, there are two other variables which will affect the 
cost of a ramp: whether it is above or below ground level, and whether the ramp runs 
perpendicular or parallel to the building wall -- a decision which depends on the unique 
characteristics of your building and the availability of land area around it for the 
construction of a ramp. 

Select the condition below which is most appropriate for your building and find the 
associated cost factor. Note that these costs include landings, railings, I: 12 slope, etc. 

Perpendicular to building 

Parallel to building 

Exterior 

$6500 per VF (perpendicular to building) 
$4700 per VF (parallel to building) 

Interior 

X VF (Vertical Feet) 

$3500 per VF (concrete) 
$3500 per VF ( wood) 
$4200 per VF (steel) 

X VF (Vertical Feet) 
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Any door modifications that must 
be made in conjunction with 

enlarging a platform should be 
costed under #6 Doors. 
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a Resurface existing ramp

-- -

Some existing ramps may be difficult to negotiate because their surface is either cracked 
and broken up or, at the other extreme, the surface is too smooth and therefore slippery 
when wet This calls for the resurfacing of the existing ramp. 

$175perVF -:-x 
VF (Vertical Feet) 

.·.·.•.· 

[El Add/enlarge platform

Platforms at tops and bottoms of ramps as well as those in the middle are important 
resting places for people using wheelchairs. If there is no platform where there should be 
or an existing platform is too small, a platform can sometimes be enlarged without 
complete reconstruction. Platforms at building entries need to be large enough for a 
wheelchair plus the swing of the door. This may involve moving a door to create enough 
space on the platform. 
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$2500 allovi"ance 

[El Add single handrail

Two levels of handrails are required on ramps as lower rails are useful to children and 
people using wheelchairs. When only one level of handrail is present, add a rail t9 the 
wall or to the existing handrail. This modification includes the 12 inch extension at 
both ends of the rail. 

:----. 

s: 

{r 

$340 per VF 

X 

VF (vertical feet) 

r 

( 



It is important that these extenders 

not create a greater safety hazard by 

interfering with circulation paths. 
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[:El Add complete new railing 

. .. ..... ,: 

When a railing is completely missing or out of compliance (e.g. wrong shape or 
height), many people will find it difficult to use the ramp. A new railing is needed to 
gain compliance. This modification includes both upper and lower rail for a railing on 

one side as well as the 12 inch extensions at the top and bottom. 

][ ][ =-

. . . ,, ..
.

.

. 

•.. . • •c, 

$825 per VF X VF (Vertical Feet) 

� Extend handrail 

Many people need to hold on to a railing for support or guidance at the top or bottom of 
ramps. These extensions can frequently be added without replacing the entire railing. If 
you have selected modification 3d or 3e, the extensions are included in the cost 
calculations. 

$70 per extension 

X 

No. of rail extensions 
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Wheelchair lifts may be used to 
connect level changes ( along an 

accessible route of travel) only if 
there is no other alternative. The 
installation of a lift requires 

permission from the Massachusetts 
Architectural Access Board. 
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Install a vertical platform lift 

Platform lifts for wheelchairs are used for level changes of 12 feet or less where there is 
not enough space available to construct a ramp. Platform lifts can be installed at the 
building entry (ideally with some form of overhead protection from the weather) or in 
the interior. However, the stairs must be wide enough to accommodate both a lift and 
the amount of stair traffic dictated by building codes for fire egress. (See the 
Massachusetts Elevator Code for specific requirements.) 

/ 

$11,000 per vertical lift 



Wheelchair lifts may be used to 
connect level changes (along an 
accessible route of travel) only if 
there is no other alternative. The 
installation of a lift requires 

permission from the Massachusetts 
Architectural Access Board. 
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LIFTS -

Install a stairway incline lift 

Incline lifts can connect no more than two consecutive floors, if the travel distance is not 
more than 40 feet on the incline and not more than 15 feet on the vertical. They should 
be considered in low-rise buildings when the installation of an elevator is either 
structurally impossible or too costly. However, if the building is regularly used by 
people with mobility problems, an incline lift will not provide adequate service. 
Installation of an incline lift can only occur on stairs that are wide enough so that the lift 
in its down position does not restrict the required egress dimension. Therefore, its best 
use is on stairs that are not fire egress stairs. (See the Massachusetts Elevator Code for 
specific requirements.) 

========� 

=-===-==--=---=--=--==--==�-L--------------: 

$16,000 per flight 

( 

{ 

( 



Carefully designed sta�rs not only aid 
the mobility of disabled people, but 
also help prevent accidents among 

the general population. 
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Build/replace steps 

Steps are always needed to connect different levels at the entrance and in the building 
interior. Safe stairs are particularly important in buildings where they are the only 
means of vertical connection between floors in a multistory building. Existing steps 
will have to be replaced if the risers are too large or treads too small. Where only a 
ramp exists, consider adding steps. There are some persons who can only use ramps 
(e.g. people in wheelchairs or pushing baby strollers) and there are others who prefer 
steps to get from one level to another (e.g. people with crutches). This modification 
includes handrails with 12 inch extensions . 

. •• : o. 
• I -....• • 

$420 per riser if 4 feet wide 
-$830 per riser if 8 feet wide 

$1250 per riser if 12 feet wide 

Modify nosing on steps 

X No. of risers 

Stair treads that project out too far from the riser are hazardous. People who wear 
braces or prostheses may catch their toes on the nosing while walking up stairs, 
causing them to trip. A sloping filler piece anchored to the riser face eliminates this 
projection. When nosings are damaged - chipped or cracked - they present a hazard to 
people using the stairs and must be repaired. 

, .. .,. 

. . .,..· ·. 
.•. . ..
. -. 

$30 per riser 

X 

No. of risers 
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Fill in open risers 

A more severe form of the hazardous nosing is the open riser. Both feet and canes can go 
through the open risers and get trapped. Riser faces can be easily added on the back of the 
stairs to prevent this problem. 

Add/replace handrails 

$45 per riser 

X 

No. of risers 

Handrails not only guide visually impaired people, but also help people with strength or 
coordination problems. Handrails must be round or oval so that they can be easily 
grasped. If the handrail is the wrong size or shape, it must be replaced. This modification \ 
includes the 12 inch extensions of the rails at the top and bottom of the stairs. 

I 
1211 

$40 per riser X No. of risers 
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If an entrance has a series of doors, 
only one must be made accessible 
and identified by an HP sign. 
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Construct new door opening 

Construct a new door opening to allow access for wheelchair users. This modification 
is useful when an existing entrance is too narrow but cannot be easily increased in 
width, or another location would provide better access to a ground level entry. In these 
cases, a new door may be constructed at another location -- e.g. an existing window 
opening -- to give access to the building. 

---
=-
���-=-=-=-=-=-=--------------------------=-------::----

$2100 (exterior) 
$1800 (interior) X No. of doorways X No. of door leaves 

Enlarge door opening 

Many doors fall short of the critical 32 inch clear door-opening requirement. The door 
and frame must be replaced and a larger opening cut in the wall. This modification 
includes the cost of accessible hardware and threshold, where applicable. 

$1600 per exterior opening 
$1400 per interior opening X No. of openings 
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Replace double leaf doors 

The problem with double doors is that wheelchair users can hold only one door open at a 
time. If the clear opening of a double door is less than 32 inches when only one leaf is 
open, then the doors must be altered so that only one door has to be opened to allow a 
wheelchair to pass through. The simplest solution is to replace both doors with one 
wider leaf and one narrower leaf. The door opening is not altered and the larger leaf 
complies with the code. 

''$2500 per ;�
=

;;ii�r opening

·$2000 ·'per_ihterior o�n4Ig
-�

-
-

. .  

� 

Reverse door swing 

CLEAfZ\ op�NINq 

X No. of openings 

If the door swing obstructs a corridor or there is insufficient clear space on the latch side 
of the door, a simple solution may be to reverse the swing of the door. 

\ 
\ 
\ 
' 

' 
' 
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$600 per door 

X 

No. of doors 
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Replace door closer 

Many people have difficulty opening doors equipped with door closers. They may 
intrinsically lack the strength, find it difficult to maneuver with a cane or difficult to 
pull when seated in a wheelchair. While some closer hardware can be adjusted, it is 
advisable to install a new closer with adjustable pressure and delayed action closing . 

. .

. .

$300 ,., .. X No. of doorways X No. of door leaves 

Replace door-opening hardware 

Grasping round door knobs is difficult for many people, especially those with arthiritis. 
These should be replaced by push or pull bars or lever handles, which can be operated 
by a closed fist or hook device. 

· $400 X No. of doorways X No. of door leaves 

Remove/replace threshold 

Thresholds greater than 1(2 inch high are a barrier to both wheelchair users and people 
using canes or crutches because the tip gets trapped between the door leaf and the 
threshold. Depending on the construction of the existing threshold, it can be removed 
entirely or replaced with a threshold that is less of a barrier. 

✓- ---,
,------, 

$220 per opening X No. of openings 
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Install automatic door opener 

This solution is effective when there is a lot of traffic, when the existing door is too 
heavy, or when the 18 inch clear space on the latch side of the door is not available. It is 
also a possible modification when the vestibule is too small for a person in a wheelchair 
to manually open the door. 

$2000 per 'door X ,, No. of doors 

[]J Enlarge existing vestibule

A wheelchair user may get trapped in a vestibule between two sets of doors if she has 
insufficient room to maneuver clear of door swings. In bathrooms, the inner door can 
sometimes be removed entirely. If a vestibule is necessary, such as for privacy in a 
bathroom, the only solution is to enlarge it to a sufficient size. 

,-----

$3800 per vestibule at entrance 

$2500 per vestibule within building 

----New 

&f"O�E:.FRONT 

X No. of vestibules 
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Install hold-open device 

Doors may be located at frequent intervals along a corridor for fire code compliance. 
They are often difficult for people to open. This can be solved by keeping them open 
with a magnetic hold-open device that lets them shut in case of fire. 

Relocate door 

$200 per door 

X 

No. of doors 

Perhaps one of the most frequent problems for wheelchair users in buildings is pulling 
open doors without adequate space beside the latch. This can be solved by relocating 

the doors. 

$1800 per exterior door 
$1500 per interior door 

r---
'' 
,----
' 

I 

I 

I 

I 

X No. of doors 
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CORRIDORS · · . . . .. : _:·_·. . �-.: ·:·:. 
. . 

Construct wing walls 

Wall mounted objects projecting into a corridor - fire extinguishers, public telephones,
drinking fountains and wall mounted ashtrays - can be hazardous to people with visual 
impairments if they cannot be detected by a cane at ground level. Constructing wing 
walls on either side of a protruding object provides a good cue. 

Install carpeting 

$380 per object 

X 

No. of objects 

If the carpet is loose and wrinkled, it may impede the movement of a wheelchair and 
will be hazardous to those with canes or walkers. Either restretch the existing carpet or 
remove the existing carpet and adhere the new carpet directly to the floor. 

- .
.. . . .

. . 

·b_. --�: .... :·· · ..
�-- .··. ; 

' •  

' ••• • 4 • 

. . , 
" 

$2 per SF 

X 

Area in SF 
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In multistory buildings with no elevators, there are a number of ways to 
solve the problem of access from one floor to another. These range from 
the non-capital solution of relocating programs to accessible floors to very 
costly construction of new elevators. Review the following options for 
cost-effectiveness and appropriateness for the building. 

Option 1: Reschedule events and reassign functions to accessible floors 
(perhaps in other buildings) to make all programs accessible. 

Option 2: If the building is only two stories high and built on a hillside, 
get access to the inaccessible floor of the building by adding a 
second accessible entrance at the grade closest to that floor. 
This solution is best suited to buildings where there is little 
need for internal connection between the two floors. Use the 
three ENTRANCE Survey Sheets and the relevant pages in 
this catalog to cost an additional entrance. 

Option 3: If the building is either two or three stories high, and 
infrequently used by people with mobility problems, or if the 
building cannot be easily modified for historic reasons, install 
a stairway incline lift on the stairs. (This solution requires 
approval by the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board, 
so it should only be used when other solutions are not 
feasible.) To determine the costs refer to modification 4b. 

Option 4: Bridge or ramp from the floor(s) of an adjacent building that 
has an elevator. The cost of constructing an enclosed 
walkway bridge between two buildings must be based on the 
unique circumstances of each building. 

Option 5: Install new elevator and shaft connecting all floors of the 
building. To determine the costs refer to modification 8a. 
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Install new elevator and shaft 

If no elevator is present in the building and it is determined that one is needed, decide 
which of the following two alternatives is most appropriate for the building. 

1. Inside a building
To locate a new elevator inside a building, it is necessary to construct a vertical shaft 
adjacent to a corridor on every floor. This depends on the unique structural and functional 
issues in a given building. This modification includes the installation of a 2000 lb. 
hydraulic elevator with all accessories necessary to meet the code. 

2. Outside a building
A new elevator may need to be located adjacent to the exterior wall of a building because 
of space restrictions or structural constraints within the building. An elevator can be 
attached to one building or shared between two buildings and connected by a bridge. This 
modification includes the installation of a 2000 lb. hydraulic elevator with all accessories 
necessary to meet the code. 

1i � 
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8a (1) 

8a (2) 

$120,000 per elevator 
+ $18,000 per floor X No. of floors 

$165,000 per elevator 
+ $23,000 per floor X No. of floors 

Replace elevator 

Elevators installed many years ago may be so outdated and so costly to maintain that it is 
more cost effective to replace them than to make numerous accessibility modifications. 
Choosing this modification includes replacing machinery, cables and cab as well as all 
accessibility features. 

$60,000 per elevator 

+ $12,000 per floor X No. of floors 

I/ 
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Replace self-leveler 

People using wheelchairs have difficulty entering or leaving elevators if the floor of the 
elevator is not level with the lobby floor. It is also extremely hazardous to people with 
visual impairments. Faulty self-leveling mechanisms that are 1/2 inch or more out of 
line should be replaced. 

(Costs vary substantially 
from one elevator to 

another. Contact elevator 
representative for cost 

estimates.) 

Install/replace door reopening device 

Elevator doors should have an automatic reopening device which senses an obstruction. 
This safeguards both the wheelchair users and those who are slow or lack coordination 
from getting caught between doors. The door should reopen without coming into 
contact with the obstruction. 

--
-
--

---
--

ID 

$1850 

per 

elevator 
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Lower existing elevator control panel 

-- - -

All buttons on an elevator control panel need to be located low enough to be within reach 
of a person seated in a wheelchair or a child. If the control panel is too high, it must be 
lowered. 

$3400 per panel 

r---. 
I 

I 
I 
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, ___ , 
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Install/relocate emergency items 

It is important that anyone using an elevator be able to deal with an emergency situation. 
This means that the emergency buttons and the emergency telephone need to be located at 
the bottom of the control panel so that they are within easy reach. 

$2060 per installation 
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Lower buttons at each landing 

. . . . 

Elevator call buttons should be within reach of a person seated in a wheelchair. The call 
button panel should be lowered and any objects below it removed if they impede 
reaching the buttons. 

rvra, 

,-, 
,_J 

rn..Jir 

-:=>?/L·.

f $7q> �er fl�Or
;: X No. of floors 

.. 

Install audible signal in cab 

People with visual impairments often cannot see lighted signs indicating floor numbers 
and direction of travel inside the elevator or in the elevator lobby. Inside the cab, 
audible signals indicate the passing of each floor. 

$27 50 per cab 
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Relocate public telephone 

People using wheelchairs need to be able to reach all parts of a public telephone - coin 
slot, dial and phone hook. If an inaccessible public phone is present, relocate it to a 
lower position or install a new telephone at the correct height and adjacent to the 
existing one. Sometimes telephones are located in corridors to be easy to find. They 
can be hazardous to people with sight impairments because they project into the 
corridor and are not detectable with a cane. These telephones should be moved to 
locations where they will not present a safety problem. An accessible telephone should 
include an adjustable volume control and be equipped for people with hearing aids. 

(Work performed 

by telephone company) 



.... -
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(3 Install new drinking fountain 

The primary reason for installing a new drinking fountain is because the existing 
drinking fountain has features - such as a foot control - that are difficult for many 
people to use. If a drinking fountain is recessed in a space that has inadequate space for 
a wheelchair user to put his knees, it is usually easier to install a new drinking fountain 
in another location than to enlarge the recessed space. 

� Relocate existing drinking fountain 

$1650 per fountain 

X 

No. of fountains 

Even if the drinking fountain is an accessible type, it may need to be lowered to make 
it usable by a person using a wheelchair. When an existing wall-mounted drinking 
fountain protrudes more than 4 inches into a corridor, it will need to relocated to a 
location where it does not pose a danger to people with visual impairments, who may 
run into it 

$430 per fountain X No. of fountains 
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ALARM SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS ·:_. · ·· .. ; __ · 

� Relocate controls 

. 

, ... 

People using wheelchairs need to be able to control their environment as much as 

everyone else; but often switches, thermostats and intercoms are located too high to 
reach. It is particularly important that fire alarm pull boxes be located at an accessible 
height. 

$100':per control X No. of controls 

[El Install flashing signal on fire alarm system 

Many hearing-impaired people cannot hear a fire alarm. Flashing lights can be 
connected to the alarm system to provide a visual signal that warns people with hearing 
impairments when there is a fire. 

$125 per alarm 
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� Install pole-mounted HP sign 

This sign indicates which parking spaces are accessible and reserved for people driving 
cars with HP license plates. The sign is mounted on a 7 foot high pole to keep people 
with visual impairments from running into it 

� Install exterior HP sign 

$275 per space 

X 

No. of spaces 

These signs direct disabled users of the facility to accessible entrances. There should 
be one sign at every doorway into the building indicating the direction of travel to an 
accessible entrance. 

$125 per sign X No. of signs 



Tactile signs have letters and 
numbers that are raised, not 
incised, to help people with visual 

impairments "read" by touching 
them. 
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� Install tactile building directory 

Near the accessible entrance and inside the building, there should be a tactile building 
directory with directions to all major rooms. This assists all who enter in finding their 
way around the building. 

[3 Install tactile floor directory 

$600 per directory 

X 

No. of directories 

Install a floor directory, with raised letters for easy readibility, to assist people with 
visual impairments in finding their way to rooms on the floor. 

$600 per directory X No. of directories 

� Install interior HP sign 

It is important for people with disabilities to be able to quickly and easily find accessible 
toilets and elevators. Symbols and letters should be raised for easy readibility by people 
with visual impairments. 

$70 per sign X No. of signs 

� Install tactile room signs 

People with visual impairments often have difficulty finding rooms within buildings. 
An interior signage system with room names and numbers should have raised letters and 
numbers to help people with sight problems "read" the signs. 

$30 per sign X No. of signs 

·-
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� Construct new toilet room 

If existing male and female toilet facilities are not currently accessible, it is possible 
that it will be less expensive and more effective to construct a new accessible toilet 
room for anyone who needs it, rather than renovate existing facilities. This may be a 
particularly good solution if the existing facilities are heavily used and removing a 
toilet fixture would cause hardship to other users. 
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$7000 per toilet room 

Create accessible stall 

In most public toilet rooms, an accessible stall can be created by combining two 
existing stalls - usually at the far end of a row to capture the greatest space. This 
involves removing existing partitions and installing new ones, removing the extra 
toilet and capping the plumbing, and installing grab bars. 

$1650 per stall 
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� Relocate toilet stall door 

If an outswinging stall door obstructs passage in a toilet room or it is difficult to open 
because of inadequate space on the latch side, the partition and door should be 
reconfigured. 

a u n

=:
= $600 per door 

� Replace/relocate toilet 

If a wall-hung toilet is mounted too low �o permit a safe transfer from a wheelchair, it 
will need to be raised to be level with a wheelchair seat When a floor-mounted toilet is 
too low, it will have to be replaced with a new toilet which has a seat at the proper 
height 

$1000 per toilet 

[lE} Make urinal accessible 

If a urinal is mounted too high, it is impossible to use for a person in a wheelchair. It 
can either be lowered - and the wall patched - or a new urinal can be installed at the proper 
height and adjacent to existing ones. 

$700 per urinal 

.. 
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TOILETS 
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Replace/relocate sink 

Wheelchair users often cannot use conventional sinks because of inadequate height or 
depth. A sink can be made accessible by installing extenders on a conventional sink to 
increase the depth or installing a new extended sink. If the sink is installed in a counter 
top, the entire counter can be raised to create enough space under the sink. 

,-------CH�Ot-1E COVE::� 

� Install operable faucets 

�x-reND 
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People lacking strength in their arms, people with arthiritis, and amputees often cannot 
grasp a round faucet knob. A lever handle makes it possible to turn the water on and 
off. 

$ 210 per set of faucet handles 
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� Add grab bar 

Grab bars make it possible for many people to use toilets safely. A grab bar should be 
horizontal so that it can bear the weight of a body, and have an acid etched finish for easy 
gripping. A toilet needs two grab bars - one behind the toilet and one beside it 

[!El Add mirror 

$ 210 per grab bar 

X 

No. of grab bars 

Most mirrors above sinks are too high for people in wheelchairs. Tilted mirrors installed 
especially for wheelchair users are too low for tall people. A full height mirror allows 
all people to see themselves. 

$140 per mirror 

(W Add accessories 

Paper towel dispensers, soap dispensers, hot air dryers, toilet paper dispensers and 
sanitary napkin dispensers are often mounted too high for wheelchair users to reach. 
Sometimes they are also located above the sink, beyond a person's reach. Additional 
dispensers should be added in accessible locations. 

---§-□-□-□-

$125 per set of accessories 

x 
-< 
r 
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BATHING FACILITIES · · · , · ·_ ·- -'/.-.
. : . . - . , . .:. .... 

---

[3 Construct new shower 

There are specific elements of a shower that are critical to people with mobility 

impainnents - having a place to sit down, adjustable controls, and grab bars. In gang 
showers such as those found in locker rooms, these are best provided by constructing a 
separate new shower. This modification includes all accessories - shower controls, grab 

bars, and seat 

":1
1

- o" MIN.

$27 50 per shower stall 

� Remove curbing 

For people who cannot transfer from a wheelchair onto a shower seat, it is particularly 
important to be able to wheel directly into the shower stall. This is only possible if 
there is no curb. When a curb is removed, the floor needs to be pitched away from that 
edge to a floor drain to avoid flooding the rest of the room. 

$550 per curb 
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BATHING FACILITIES;�/� ·.�·.· 
.
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[El Install new shower controls

Two accessory items that are helpful to people with disabilities are a single lever control 
or mixing valve that is easily operable with a closed fist and an adjustable shower head 
on a slide bar that helps a non-ambulatory person wash his whole body. The hand held 
shower is also useful when someone needs assistance in bathing. 

$550 per set 

[3 Add shower seat

For people who cannot stand while showering and older people who have balance 
problems, a bench makes it easier to use the shower. By being hinged, it affords the 
flexibility of the shower also being used by those who do not need the seat. Padding is 
critical for the safe use by most individuals. 

$275 perseat X No. of seats 

[3 Replace tub with shower

Many people cannot use, or are afraid to use, bathtubs. Bathtubs are particularly 
inconvenient to people in wheelchairs unless there is a seat at the end of the tub. In 
existing residential bathrooms, it is often impossible to add a built-in seat One solution 

is to remove the tub entirely and use the space as a shower stall. This modification 
includes all necessary shower accessories, controls, and seat. 

$3675 per replacement 

-
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PLANNING DECISIONS 

A short form for calculating the number of survey forms needed for a building 

SITE 

Parking 

Dropoff 

Pathways 

Steps 

Ramp 

ENTRANCE 

Ramp 

Steps 

Doorways 

BUILDING 

Elevator 

Corridors 

Stairway 

Ramp 

SPACES 

Toilet Room 

Bathing Facility 

Special Spaces 

One survey form per building 

One survey form per building 

One survey form per pathway to building from parking 
One survey form per pathway to building from dropoff 
One survey form per pathway to building from transportation stop 
One survey form for each pathway to building from other buildings 

One survey form per set of steps along a pathway 

One survey form per ramp along a pathway 
One survey form per steep pathway 

One survey form per entrance that should be accessible 

One survey form per entrance that should be accessible 

One survey form per entrance that should be accessible 

One survey form per elevator bank in the building 

One survey form per unique corridor in the building 

One survey form per fire stairwell in the building 
One survey form per set of steps in the building 

One survey form per ramp in the building 
One survey form per set of steps in the building 

One survey form per toilet room 
Survey 25% of toilet rooms in the building 

Nonresidential: one survey form per bathing facility in the building 
Residential: one survey form per floor having bathing facility 

One survey form per building 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

·•
# number 

auto automatic 

bitum bituminous 

cb catch basin 

cone concrete 

dir directory 

ext extension 

fntn fountain 

ft foot/feet 

HP Handicapped 

LF Linear Foot/Feet 

MAAB Massachusetts Architectural Access Board 

max maxnnum 

min nnmmum 

mntd mounted 

,. 
No. Number 

pkg parking 

sec seconds 

SF Square Foot/Feet 

VF Vertical Foot/Feet 



' 
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MEASUREMENT GUIDES 

Decimal Conversions 

1 inch 0.08 foot 

2 inches 0.17 foot 

3 · inches 0.25 foot 

4 inches 0.33 foot 

5 inches 0.42 foot 

6 inches 0.50 foot 

7 inches 0.58 foot 

8 inches 0.67 foot 

9 inches 0.75 foot 

10 inches 0.83 foot 

11 inches 0.92 foot 

12 inches 1.00 foot 

•
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NON CAPITAL ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS 

This workbook addresses only those items that will require expenditure of capital funds to modify 
or renovate. There are many items that are equally important in creating a barrier-free environment, 
but can be changed with operating funds, by maintenance staff, or through administrative 
procedures. The•list below contains a wide range of recommended actions based on the MAAB 
code as well as current research on accessibility needs of people with handicaps. Many barriers for 
people with sensory impairments can be corrected through operating funds. The actions which are 
most helpful to people with sensory impairments are noted with an asterick*. 

ITEM ACCESSIBILITY CRITERIA ACTION 

Curb cut Should be painted yellow Paint yellow * 

Aooring Carpet securely anchored Nail down at edges * 
Aooring Edge strip needed at change in materials Install edge strip * 
Aooring Doormat no greater than 1/2" thick Replace door mat 
Aooring Doormats anchored at all edges Nail down at edges * 

Aooring Openings in grates less than 1/2" wide Replace grate 

Toilet facility Pull device on inside of stall door Install pull device 
Toilet facility Self closing hinges on stall door Replace hinges 
Toilet facility Coat hook max 54" above floor Relocate coat hook 
Toilet facility Slide bar latch Install slide bar latch 
Toilet facility Toilet paper holder continuous flow type Install new dispenser 
Toilet facility Toilet paper holder on side wall next to 

toilet 24" above floor Relocate dispenser 
Toilet facility Pipes under sink insulated Insulate pipes under sink 
Toilet facility Shelf above sink Add a shelf above the sink 

Residential bathrooms Pull device on inside of door Install pull device 
Non-slip tub surface Apply non-slip strips 

Kitchens Cabinet handles located at top of base cabinets Relocate handles 
and bottom of wall cabinets 

Stairs Non-slip treads Add rubber treads 

Elevator car Aoor numbers, letter or symbols at least 
controls buttons 1/2" high, raised from surface on contrasting 

color, located to left of floor buttons Install new signage * 

Elevator door Aoor number on both sides of jamb, 60" high, 
jamb markings on contrasting color, min 2 1/2" high, raised Install new signage * 

Telephone Inductive coil and adjustable volume control Request changes of phone co. * 

Projecting objects Objects should not project into a circulation Place warning object 
in path of travel path at a low height without a cue at the floor (e.g. chair) under projection * 

Obstructing objects Objects should not be placed to obstruct reach Remove obstructing objects 
(e.g. ashtray below elevator 
call button in hallway) * 

TTY{[DD Communication system that can be used by Install TTY or TDD in offices 
people with hearing impairments dealing with public* 

Evacuation plan Emergency exit plan for people with mobility Prepare evacuation plan 

problems 



CODE REFERENCE 

There are a number of items that can be costly to modify in existing buildings. If the variation from 
the code is only a small amount or degree, it is possible that modification to achieve compliance will 
not be cost effective and will not increase significantly the level of accessibility. For such items, 
research shows that dimensions less stringent that the MAAB code can provide adequate 
accessibility for most people. These dimensions have also been adopted in the codes of other states 
as well as by the federal government. 

The dimensions shown below are intended only for the purpose of determining an acceptable level 
of accessibillity for this budgeting work. They are not a substitute for MAAB criteria for 
construction and renovation. 

Component MAAB Dimension 

Pathways Minimum width 4 feet 

Curbcuts Minimum slope 1:12 

Ramps Minimum slope 1:12 

Ramps Minimum width 4 feet 

between rails 

Stairs Railing height 34 inches 

Doors Clear width 34 inches 

Thresholds Interior thresholds must 

be flush with floor 

Elevator Cab size min. 54" x 54" 

Shower Minimum 3 feet x 5 feet 

UFAS=Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards 
ANSI=American National Standards Institute Al 17.1-1986 

Accessible Dimension Source 

Minimum width 3 feet UFAS, ANSI 

Minimum slope 1:8 UFAS, ANSI 

Minim um slope 1: 10 UFAS,AN::iI 
(if less than 5 foot run) 

Minimum width 3 feet UFAS, ANSI 

between rails 

Rail4lg height between UFAS, ANSI 
30 and 34 inches 

Clear width 32 inches UFAS, ANSI 

Interior thresholds UFAS, ANSI 
max. l/2 inch high, beveled 

Cab size min. 48" x 48" UFAS 

Minimum 3 feet x 3 feet UFAS, ANSI 



1:12 RAMP 

1:12 
Sfope---:;,i 

I I ,--.-

i1:�..:.-u.:-:_._ •::::::--.:-:·::•:-::.::::;:;.;:;::--:-.-:-· · ·-: · ·,·
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run 
For each foot of rise 

---=--:, �here must be at least
.----:-:=-:-:-·.: .• .. · ·. -�12 feet of run 

--: : : :. �--·._=:-:_--.-··;· :

Ramp slope 

1:8 maximum 

Measurement Guide 

• 

�A 
./ / 

HP sign 

SITE 

• 

Parking 
Drop-off 
Pathways 
Steps 
Ramps 

� <:::::;; 
� Cur bcuts at

_:·:·'!�--
,. 

<::::;; 

�� 

lntersectfon 

2?0 

Parking 
...... 8' 

'';<4' 
Y,,8, 

'y 

,.,-

/ 

The dimensions shown are intended only for determining 

an acceptable level of accessibility for this budgeting work. 

They are nor a substitute for MMB criteria for construction. 



VISITORS 

�NTRANCE
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HP sign 
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RAILING NOSING 

SHAPE 

Measurement Gui�e 
-

ENTRANCE 

'"� 

-3t------- ... 

cl r opening 

Ramp 
Steps 
Doorway 

� 

The dimensions shown are inJended only Jo: � rmining 
an acceptable level of accessibility for this b,._6eting work. 
They are not a substitute for MMB criteria/or construction. 



Tactile roo 

[;ot.J 
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18" beside latch 

➔ 

t- -32::- -

on pull side of door 

Corridor 

Wall mounted objects 
do not project Into 
corridor 

! 
� 

RAILING 

SHAPE 

Measurement Guide 

I AUDIBLE SIGNAL 
I 
I 

48" X 48" -· 
-

min 
I 
I 

J. r----

lilr 
I 
I 
I 
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Fire alarm 
max 54" above floor 

\ 11) 
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CONTROL PANEL 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"( 

• • 1 max. 54" above floor
• • 

n EMERGEI\CY
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� 

it 

T 
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ns at landing J. 

BUILDING 

Elevator 
Corridor 
Stairs 
Ramp 

The dimensions s}wwn arc intended only for determining 

an acceptable level of accessibility for this budgeting work. 

They arc ,wt a substitute.for M,\1\B criteria/or construction. 
= - -
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